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ABSTRACT

Products evatuated were butter and brand name margarines made from cano-

râ, corn, soy and sunfìotrer of ls. Corresponding brick and tub market

forms ot each margarine, plus an addÍtional canola brick were included.

During the lat,ter paÉ of the study, storage stability of canola prod-

ucts was tested Þy compari ng storecl and fresh proclucts. Measurernents of

firmness and work to soften, obtained us'ing trained sensory paneìs and

the General Foods texturometer, and sensory assessments of spreadabili-

ty, rate of mouthmelt and graininess were made at 4oC ancl zI"C. lextur-

al qualities were reìated to fatty acid compos'ition and to melting prop-

erties oefined Dy solid fat Índices (Sft) and o'itferential scanning

ca I ori metry (DSC)

Canola products had levels of less than 5% c'þ-c'!-s ,9'12 octade-

cadienoic acid (_cis-cis C18:Z) and the highest levels of -tr.ans fatty ac-

tds, greater than 40% in brick products. Corn and¡unflower products of

Þoth market forms had levels of cis-cis C18:2 exceeding 25%.

Texturaì anaìysis showed that brick products, aìì of which con-

tained greater than 40% trans pìus saturated fatty acids, u,ere signifi-

cantly tirmer, more oifficult to work soften, less spreadab'le and were

more slowly melting than the tub products. The largen proportion of the

high melting traction tn brick products provided higher SFI values at

10"C and was reflected as a lovÀ,er percentage of melt at temperatures be-

low 4'C, aS seen on DSC thermograms, compared to the tub products. Ca-
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nola products, the brick market form more specifical'ly, and the sunflow-

er products were significantly more like'ly to have graininess observed

in them than products trom the other oiì sources. Tests of the effect

of storage on graininess and subsequently on the textural properties

were rnconclusive. Products with SFI values of less than 17 were con-

sidered to oe idealìy spreadabìe by the paneì; uSC melt lnformation in-

0icated that products which had undergone over 707, of total melt were

spreadabìe. Sensory assessments of spreadabiìity correlated highìy ("?

= 0.94) with texturometer measures of firmness. The comb'ination of sen-

sory rate of mouthmelt data with texturometer firmness assessments added

3% to the prediction of spreadabiìity.
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INTRODUCTION

The per cap'ita consumption of margarine has almost doubled over the last

30 years while butter consumption has undergone a corresponding decrease

(Figure 1). Much of the credit tor the increasing popu'larity,of marga-

rine nas oeen the ability of the oil processors to respond to consumer

clemands for improved performance characteristics (l,liedermann, 1968; Mas-

sei I lo, 1980).

ïhe performance characteristics which cletermine consumer accep-

tance of a food products are flavour and texture (Drake,1974). Texture

was clefined Þy Sczcesniak (1963) as the appearance, mouthfeel and han-

oling properties of a food product. The textural quaìities important to

a tablespread are spreadabìlity (Haighton, 1965; Weiss, 1970; Prentice,

1972; Davis, 1973; deMan et al., 1979; Board et al., 1980) and mouthmelt

(Anon, 1979; tsassett, L979). lt was suggested by Tayìor and Norris

(L977) that spreadabiìity was the ma'in textural advantage of margarine

over butter. The textural quaìities of all foods are a oirect function

of the chemìcal composition and molecular arrangement within the product

(Drake, L974). ln tablespreads the fatty acid composition (FAC) is the

primary determinant of texture; alteration of the fAC Þy hydrogenation

changes the liquid oil to a semi-solid fat (l.leiss, 1970).

Ïhe nutritional qua'lity of a fat product ls also determined by

the FAC. A recent report by the ad hoc committee on the composition of

specia'l margarines to the Health Protection Branch, Canada included rec-

-1-
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3

ornrnendations that margarine and mangarine-ìike products contain no less

than 5%, by weight fat, ci¡,cis-6,9-octadecadÍenoic acid (cis-cj! C18:2)

and that a product contain at ¡east 25% cis-cþ U18:2 oefore a labeì

claim be al lowed; correspondingìy the proportion of totaì saturated p'lus

!_Lqrll- fatty acids should not exceed 40% (Davignon et al. 1980).

Since rapeseed oil was rntroduced as a tood oiì rn the late

1940's Ehere has been a steady increase in rapeseed's contribution to

the edible oil market in Canada (Figure 2); there was a slight or^op rn

production in the mid 1970's while new varieties of rapeseed, offic'ially

trademarked as cano'la r n 1980 (Canol a Uounci I of Uanada, 1.981) , came

rnto production. l-or the year 1980, 31% of Canad'ian margarine o'il, 68%

of salad oiì and 327l, of shortening oi'ls were canola (Statistics Canada,

1980). Canola is the major oilseed grown in.Canada; other food oils are

tor the most part tmported (Figure 3). The low share of canola rn the

production of mangarines coupled with the fact that the other major mar-

garine oi l, soy, is mostìy 'imported, suggests a market potent'iaì for ca-

nola oi'l thereby reducing national dependency on imported food o'ils.

lhe overall objective of this research was to define the textur-

al quaìities of margarine and butter; the r..onãã.y objective was to

evãluate canoìa products in comparison to other vegetabìe oil margarines

on the Canadian market.
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LITERATURE REVIEI.I

_Cjemigl- Lo4osüj-on

Margarine lvas oescribed oy na'ighton (tgZ6) as a water ln oi'l emulsion:

the oil phase existing in two states, solid crystals and ìiquid oil w'ith

attractive forces between the crystaìs conferring structuraì 'integrity

to the product. The relative proportion of the solid to liquid in the

continous phase coupìed with the molecular arrangement of the solid

crystals are the primary cteterminants of the physical properties of a

tab'lespread. The proportion of soìid fat, at any given temperature, de-

pends on the melt'ing points of the constituent tatty acids; in general

melting point tncreases as chain length increases, the presence of dou-

ble bonds lowers the me'lting point, and Üans- isomers have a higher

meìt'ing point than the corresPondng cis form (Table 1). The meìting

point of the triglyceride reflects the FAC of that molecule. As shown

ln Table 1, adding shorter, lower melting fatty acÎds progressiveìy low-

ered the melting point by approximately 10"C. lhe effect of molecular

aryangement on the physical properties results from poìymorphic behavior

of fat crystals. The three mcist cOmmonìy recognized forms äFê c, $' and

B, listed in terms of increasing melting point (Table 1), size (Hoerr

and Ziemba, 1963) and stability (Hanniweik e! a]., 1964). Uhapman

(1962) characerized B crystats as having lower entropy and less molecu-

lar motion which aììowed them to pack. He went on to expìain that pack-

rng v{as rrìore pronounced when fatty acids on the gìyceride were homogene-

-6-



TABLE 1

Melting Points of Representative Fatty Acids and Tri g eri des

Fatty Acidsl:
n-dodecanoic acid (C12:0)

n-hexadecanoic acid (C16:0)

n-octadecanoic acid (C18:0)

gis-9-octadecenoic aciO (5þ
trans-9-octadecenoi c aci d q¡g C18:1)

_c_i_s_, 
qþ-9,12-oct adecadi eno acid (cì!-cis C18 :2 )

44.?

62.7

69.6

10.5

44.0

-5.0

55.0

71.0
47 .4

6?..1

33.4

52.0

3:
Trì gì yceri des

C18:0-C18:0-C18 :0 c form

B fonn
a form

B form

cr fonn

ß form

C18 :0-C16 :0-

+--------

1
Gu

2
and .lames, 1971

iss,19/0
Chapman, L962



TABLE 1

Melting Points of Representative Fatty Acids and Trig'lycerides

1:
Fatty Acids

n-dodecanoic acid (C12:0)

n-hexadecanoic acid (C16 :0)

n-octadecanoic acid (Cl8:0)

cis-9-octadecenoic aciO (5þ C18:f)

!lq_ns"-9-octadecenoi c aci d (_tl:q.¡1¡. C18:1)

_cj!, sll- 9, 1 Z- oct ade cadi enoi c ac i d ( c i_:.-C!s_ C 18 : Z )

3:
I rlglycerr0es

C18:0-C18:0-C18:0

Ct8:0-C16 :0-CI6:0

C18 :0-C16 :0'Cl 2 :0

a form

B form
c form

B form

a form

ß form

44.2

62.7

69.6

10.5

44.0

-5.0

55.0

71.0
47.4

6?.7

33.4

52.0

+-------- -----+

1

-Gurr and James, 1971
2

^Wei ss , 19 /!l
J

Chapman, L96?



B

ous in cha'in length and that trans double bonds fac'il itated packing

because of the similarity in structure to the saturated counterpart.

However, triglycerides containìng both short and long chain fatty acids

had unusual c stabi 1 ì ty. Aggì omeration of the B crystal s 'i nto di scr"ete

partic'les has been identified as the cause of coarse texture or graini-

ness, a problem not uncommon in some margarines (Merker et al. 1958;

lnliedermann, 1968) and recently identified in canola products (deMan,

1978; Persmark and Bengtsson, 1976; Loewen, 1980)

The original rapeseed oils were characterized by high 1eve1s,

often exceeding 20%, of cis-13-docosenoic acid (C22:I) a fatty ac'id

characteristic of Cruc'iferae. Nutritional studies on rapeseed oil im-

plicated C22:I as a potential health hazard (Beare-Rogers, 1977). Plant

breeding programs at the University of Manitoba and Agriculture Canada

during the 1960's developed new cult'ivars of rapeseed, now called cano-

la; the major change in the oil was the reduction of C22:l to less than

5% (Table 2). The reduction of C22:l had the effect of causing a corre-

sponding increase in the Cl8 fraction, especialìy C18:1 (!'Ieinberg,

1972); comparison of canola oil with other vegetable oils showed a rela-

tively low amount of C18:2 and also twice as much C1B:lãs in corn, soy

and sunflower oils. WeÍnberg (L972) anticipated that the high levels of

the C18:1 fraction and the low level of C16:0 would cause texture prob-

lems for the new canola products by providing a homogeneous fatty ac'id

composition. Butter has approximately 20% short and medium chain fatty

acids and 3% C16:1 which were not shown in Table 2, this combined with

the I ow I evel s of I ong chai n f atty aci ds make 'it di sti nct'ive from vege-

table oils.
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TABLE 2

Relative Composition of Selected Fatty Acids (wlvfl") in Vegetable 0ils
and Butter Fat

+-------- ------------+222?Fatty Rapeseed Canola Corn Soy Sunfl ower Palm Butter11-3Acid Target Uro Fat-

C16 :0

C18 :0

C18: I
Cl8:2

C18 :3

C20:1

C2?:T

5.1

1.3

23.5

16.6

9.1

12.5

32.r

5.0

0.9

62.8

19.5

9.2

2.0

0.7

11.5

2.2

26.6

58.7

0.8

10. 5

3.2

??.3

54. 5

'.'

7.0

3.3

14.3

7 s.4

46.8

3.9

37.6

10.0

38

9

t9

2

+---- ---:---- ---------+

1

^l{einberg, 1972
¿

^Weiss,1970J
Gurr and James, 1971
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!l¡t-s-i re-l l-[qEIU-es

The textural parameters of tabìespreads, spreadabil'ity and mouthmelt,

are both dependent on the amount of solid fraction present. For a prod-

uct to be spreadable it must be pìastic across a wide temperature range,

þut the sensation of mouthmelt implies that the solid fraction rema'ining

at body temperature melt qu'ickty. The standard quality control assess-

ment used by industry on a margarine oil to predict the textural proper-

ties has been the Solid Fat Index (SFI) (Hannewijk, et a1.,1964; We'iss,

1970; na'ighton, 1976). SFI, as a statement of solid tat content, has

oeen measured Þy d'ilatometry (A0CS Standard Method uD 10-57) since the

1920's; the method rs based on the fact that the change ln state from

solid to liqu'id lnvolves an lncrease ln volume (Hannewijk, et al.,

1964).

¡4eiss (1970) discussed SFI in terms of functionality with refer-

ence to typical values reported by hl'iedermann (1968) (Table 3). lt was

suggested that a SFI value of less than 28 at any temperature would 0e

necessary for spreadablity, greater than 30 wouìd fesult in a hard brit-

tìe product; no lower limit for spreadability was recommended. The SFI

at 33.3"C was felt to correlate welì with mouthme'lt; a value of approxi-

mate'ly 3.5 was required to a achieve a melt sensation. Uomparison of

the SFI values tor the urick and tub margarines. ìn Table 3 suggested

that the brick product may have been difficult to spread at refrigerator

temperatures, Dut that the tub would be spreadabìe; there would have

oeen little difference between the two regarding nouthmeìt. The bakers'

product oispìayed a consistent solids content across the temperature
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TABLE 3

Typical SFI Values for U.S. Margu.in.sl

+-------- -------+
ïemperature (oC)

Margari ne Type 10 ?L.1 33.3 3/.8
+-------- -------+

tsrick 28 16 2-3 0

Tub138?0
tsakers' 2l l8 l2 I

+-------- -----------+
1
l.leiderman, 1968
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range providing the pìasticity necessary tor its function, however' it

wouìd have had a.poor mouthmelt sensation and left a waxy mouth coat.

De$an et aì_. (1979) compared sensory paneì assessments of

spreadability w'ith the solid tat rndices of products ava'ilable on the

retail market rn Canada. lhe paneì found that products w'ith SFI values

Þetween 10 and 20 across all temperatures were ideally spreadable, the

average SFI of products judged too hard to spread was 34.7 and too soft

to spread 7.1. lt was observed t,hat the ten member panel ln deMan et

d., (1979) preferred a somewhat softer product than l'leiss (1970) nad

expected almost a delcade oefore. This may indìcate a trend of consumer

preference for softer Products.

Dilatometry 'is performed on anyhdrous oil samples under careful-

ty defined cool ing and holding conditions to standardize crystal lì nity'

therefore crystaì poìymorphism cannot be predicted. This probìem !{as

illustrated by na'ighton (1976); the firmness of one fat was found to be

five times greater than the tirmness of a second fat with an identical

SFI as a result of'large interlocking crystals in the first product'

The use of ct'ifferential scanning calorimetrY (DSC) has been ex-

pìored by a number of researchers as an alternate procedure for obta'in-

i ng SFI (Bentz and Brei denbach, 1969; Mi I ler et al . , 1969; t'lal kcr and

Bosin, 1971; Norris and Ïaylor, L97l). USC measures the heat of fusion

tor a substance by pìotting the endothermic and exothermic heat exchange

between the sample and the sampìe cell. For the melt thermogram an en-

dothermìc neat exchange wouìd rndicate that the sample was absorbing

heat, thereby undergoing a change of state. By comparing the energy ab-

sorption prior to a specific temperature to the total energy required
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for rnlt, the soìids remaining at the specific temperature wouìd be es-

timated. Unfortunately the method rlid not correlate well with SFI as

determined by ctilatometry and was tess precise; even so the authors

(Bentz and Breidenbach, 1969; Miller et al.,1969; tlalker and Bosin,

19/1) concluded that the rapidity of the method and the distinctive melt

pattern produced tor each product justified the use of DSC as a quaìity

control method and urged the American Uil Chemists Society to standard-

ize the technique. Norris and Tayìor (1977) explained that the poor

correlation between DSC and dilatometry values for SFI resulted from the

assumption that heat of fusion is constant; the value used was 35 cal/9,

whereas the heat of fusion increases with melting point.

Tayìor and Norris (1977) and deMan et al., (1979) used USC melt

thermograms to explain successfully the oifference rn spreadabiììty ob-

served among tab'lespread products (Figure 4). tsutter o'il nad little or

no melt below 0"C which exp'lained the firmness of butter at refrigerator

temperatures; the margarine oil from the tub products had considerable

melt below 0"C which ensured a lower solids content and better spreada-

bi I i ty at the lower temperatures; the Þri ck margari ne o'il cli spl ayed

properties intermediate between the butter and tubs. Butter displayed a

major pcrtion of melt between 0"C and 20"C which made lt soft at the

nigher temperature, the urick margarine oil melted enough to make the

product spreadabìe at 20'C, the tub oil had relative'ly ìittle melt thus

maintaining its structural integrity. tt is difficult to extrapo'late

information from the figures presented regarding mouthnrelt since neither

group reported area measurements or partial heats of fusion.
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BUTTER I

BUTTER E

BRICK MARGARINE 
E

ÎIjB MAROARIIG I

lUB MARGARI}E 2

IEMPERATUnE'C -50 -¡tO -tO -2O -lO O lo 20 30 ¿1o 50

Figure 4: DSC Melt Thermograms of Tabìespread 0ils

lfavlor and Norri s, 1977
'deMan et al., I9/9
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Ïhe DSC research reported so far on tablespreads used anhydrous

oil samples with controlìed crysta'lìization, therefore oid not overcome

the basic limitation of dilatometry which is that it can not predict the

crystaì effects in the finaì product. Sherbon and Dolby (1971) compared

thermograms of jsolated butter fat and serum vrith the thermogram of the

corresponding butter which was loaded unmelted (Figure 5). Aìthough the

salt/water melt masked the fat melt below 0"c, comparisons above 0'c

lrere considered val id. I he O'if ferences between the f at and the butter

suggested that thermograms of a solid fat in market form would provide

useful information about the product as used by the consumer.
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lsherbon and Dolby, 1971
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Ha'ighton (1959) advocated that a yield value obtained þy cone penetra-

tion was an adequate predictor of spreadabi'lity and developed quidelines

for interpreting cone penetrometer values (Table 4). No information re-

garding the sensory evaluations was provided. Yield values of 200-800
,

(g/cm'¡ were recommended lor an ldeaììy spreadabìe product; firmness

values of less that 100 were felt to be too soft to be spreadabìe.

Reseach by cleMan _e! al. , (1979), Dixon and Parekh (1979) and

Board et gl. (1980) used the penetration pninciple and correlated nard-

ness, cone stress index and single pin maturation readings, respective-

ly, with sensory panel assessments of spreadability. The different in-

struments and the units in which hardness was expressed made absolute

compari sons among studies imposs'ib'le. DeMan et al. (1979) used cone
2penetration and reported hardness, g/cm', of tub and orick margarines

and butter commerciaìly available in Canada. The ten member trained

panel spread the products on crackers and scored spreadabiìity on a

9-point scale from 9 - extremeìy hard,5 - ideally-preadable to 1- ex-

tremely soft; the assumption that firmness was analogous to spreadabili-

ty was impìied. Testing was done at 5, 10,15,20 and 25"C. The re-

sults (Figure 6) showed that a wide range of hardness, approximateìy I00
2

to 725 g/cm' was considered spreadabìe. ldhiìe the incomplete block de-

sign used did not allow for testing of the paneìist effect, the range of

hardness vaìues within each sensory rating suggests that panelists nad

ctifferent spreadability criteria. The correìation coefficient of the

sensory and the penetrometer values was 0.76; although this was reported
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TABLE 4

tnterpretation of Cone Penetratìon Yield Values by Thumb Assessments of

Spreadabi I i tY

+-------- -------+
?

Yield Value (g/cm ) Assessment

+-------- ------+
< 50 VerY soft, to iust Pourabìe

50-100 Very soft, not sPneadabìe

100-200 Soft, but already spreadable

200-800 Satisfactory p'lastic and spreadable

800-1,000 Hard, but satisfactorily spreadable

1,000-1,500 Too hard, ìimit of spreadability
> 1,500 Too hard

+-------- ------+
1-Haighton,1959
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SPREADABILITY

EXTREMELY HARD 9

VERY HARD

MODERATELY HARD 7

SLIGHTLY HARD 6

IDEALLY SPREADABLE 5

SLIGHTLY SOFT

MODERATELY SOFT 3

VERY SOFT H
IEXTREMELY SOFT

500 -

HARDNESS kg/cm 2

Figure 6:

I

Range of Hardness Values Inc'luded in Each Sensory Rating of
I

Spreadabi I i ty.

adapted from deMan et_ al. , 1979
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as Þeing highly significant it meant that only 58% of spreadabiìity

could De predicted trom the hardness assessment. ln general the tub

margarines and a few of the brick margarines were considered spreadabìe

at 5oC, the brick margarines and butter were considered spreadabìe at

20"C, the tubs at 20oC were scored in the slightly soft to very soft

range; by 25'C all the products except one brick were in the soft range,

scoring less than 4 with one tub scoring extremeìy soft, less than 1.

tsutter o'isp'layed a strong temperature i nteraction, it was the hardest

product at 5"C but one of the softest at 25"C.

The next two studies reported used Australian products. Dixon

and Parekh (1979) compared commercjal butter and experimental soft but-

ters using a cone stness index trom cone penetrat'ion. Sensory analysis

was performed Þy laboratory staff spread'ing the products on bread and

scori ng spreadab'i'li ty on a 15 cm li ne scal e. lhe I i ne scal e had three

markings 1 - sìoppy,7 - spreadabìe and 14 - hard. Test temperatures

were 5,13 and 20"C and results were pooìed. lhe authors found there

was good agreement arnong panelists when firmer products were scored but

large variation arose for softer products; three of the tour paneì'ists

hesistated to assign scores of less than sprea¿ablãto the soft products

wh'ich were therefore omitted from the analysis. lhe relationship (Fi9-

ure / a) had a correlation coefficient of 0.97.

Board et al. (1980) obtained single pin maturometer values for

commerciat tub and brick mar^garines and butters and compared these with

pane'l spreadability scored on a 7-point scale. The end points on the

scale were 1, extremeìy poor to 7,. extremeìy good; the twenty experi-

enced but untrained panelists were reminded that extrernely soft and hard
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products wouìd receive a ìow score. Panelists again spread the products

on bread and all testing was performed at 22"C. As in the previous

study panelists were reluctant to score soft products as poorly spreada-

ble (Figure 7 b). The tub margarines and many of the bricks and butters

were spreadabìe at 22"C with maturometer readings of ?0-200 9; some

brick margarines and butters with readings of greater than 600 g were

approaching poor spreadability on the firmness side, even at 22"C. The

hardness of the products was unusual because the samples were ¡oaded

into sampìe containers lor the single pin penetration test thus struc-

tural d'isruptìon wou'ld have occurred; the sampìes were allowed 24 hours

for recovery but it has been observed by other researchers that tabìesp-

read products never tutty recover their initial hardness after being

worked (deMan, 1969).

The Consumers Union reported sensory paneì assessments of

spreadabiìity of Amenican commercialìy available products; no corre-

sponding penetration tests were performed (4n0n,1979). Sampìes of the

Orick margarines were presented as cubes equal to one tablespoon, tub

margarines were presented as a level tablespoon; samples and bread were

removed from the refrigerator and warmed to room temperature for 30 min-

utes before testi ng. Products_ were scored from 1 to 5, soft to hard

(Figure 8), the amount requÍred to cover the slice of bread was aìso

measured. the analogy of firmness with spreadability was again evident

and the use of the term 'normal' is arbitrary. lhe authors 'implied the

assumption that softer was better rn t,erms of spreadability by saying

'very easily spread' however the 'amount to cover' of such a product was

'too thin a layer'. ln agreement with <leMan et al. (1979) and Board et
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SPREADAB I L ITY

_Sgo¡e

I
2
3
4
5

LeS-qjgtpr

very soft, very easiìy spread, no resistance, oìly
soft, easily spread, little pressure required
normal
poor spreadability, uneven spread, lumpy
very di fficuìt

Meg-tq_re

1/4 Tbsp.
l/2 '!,

3/4 rr

1tt

AMOUNT TO COVER

þs_c_1ip_t_o¡

too thi n 'layer, covers enti re sl i ce
easy coverage
normal, covers evenly firmly -
too thick a quantity

Figure 8: Scoring System for Consumers Union Assessments of Tabìespreadsl

lAnon, I98o
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ql. (1980), the tub products r{ere

products were the most oifficult to

to 1 tab'lespoon of Þrick margari ne

L/2 tablespoon of tub margarine.

the most spreadabìe while the brick

spread; i n add'i ti on i t requi red 3/4

to cover the bread Þut onlY L/4 to

Although the above studies which compared penetrat'ion with paneì

spreadability assessments showed good agreernent between the methods,

l,J'iedermann (1968) argued that spreadabiìity 1s a Oynamic property and

that penetration, a static test, was not adequate to predict Sensory

spreadability. He defined spreadability as the rate of deformat'ion when

external pressure was app'lied. lhe danger of using a single determina-

tor tor prediction was illustrated as follows (F'igure 9); A and B were

hypothetical responses of two fat products to stress, if pressure x was

applied the conclusion that the two fats were equal in hardness would be

made, however if a pressure tess than x was appì'ied B product would be

cons'idered softer than A and vice versa for a pressure greater than x.

Haighton (1965) recognized the probìem when he observed that

consumers found margarine more spreadabìe than Þutter even when the two

products nad equal hardness when assessed by cone penetration. No de-

tails on the consumer assessment were available. Haighton (1965) added

a work softening factor to his pred'ictability equation:

S.I. = Hi - 0.75 (Hi - Hw)

The Spreadabiìity tndex (S.I.) was thus a function of the tnitial hard-

ness (Hi) and the hardness after the product had received a fixed amount

of work (Hw). the comelation coefficient of spreadab'iì ity with the

S.I. was reported to be 0.95. naighton (1965) found that margarine de-

creased Í n hardness oy 751' when worked but that butter clecreased onìy
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50li this oifference in resistance to work was felt to expìain the ano-

maly rn the spreadility assessments of the two products. Shama and

Sherman (1970) using a paral'lel plate viscoelastometer also observed

thai when worked, margarine underrvent much greater structural alterat'ion

than did butter.

The Oifference in hardness before working and after working is

theoretically related to the type of bond'ing within the solid fat phase;

weak, secondary Van der t,{aaìs forces rupture but reform readily, provid-

ing thixotropy; primary Þonds between crystals resjst disruption' pro-

v'idj ng i ni tial hardness , but once ruptured do not ref orm readi ly I eavi ng

the product structurally weakened. The relative amounts of primary and

secondary oonding therefore determjne product response to stress (van

oen Temp'le, 1958; Haighton, 1965; Shama and Sherman, 1970; Yaron et al.,

1975). Margarines are generaì ly cons'idered to be viscoelastic (deMan,

L976); the model (Figure 10) shows the response of a product to stress,

at tZ the product yielded to the stress and exhibited viscous flow, when

the stress r{as removed at t3 t,here was elastic but 'incomplete recovery.

lhe extent of recovery was clependent on the amount of stress and the

tength of appìication of the stress, therefore oÇendent on the extent

of primary bond rupture.

The General Foods t,exturometer was clesigned to present simulta-

neously most of the parameters necessary to make a compìete description

of texture (Figure 11 a). llardness is obtained from the neight of the

first peak which shows the torce required to cause deformation of the

sample; cohesiveness, the force required to overcome internal bonding,

ts represented by the ratio of area 2 over area 1 and adhesiveness, area
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Figure 10: Modeì for Viscoe'lastic Behavior of Tablespreads

lvocadlo and Moo Young, (1969)
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3, is the force required to separate the plunger from the sample. Pa-

rameters such as gumminess and chewiness were not directly reìevant to

this study. The arculate movement of the plunger (Figure 11 b) could be

preceived as approximating a spreading motion.

The literature on tablespreads had dealt mainly with assessments

of firmness and with defining the rheology of fats; very littìe was

available which measured the mouthfeel sensations of melt or gra'ininess.

lhe report on tablespreads by the Consumers Union (Anon, L979) ment,ioned

that mouthmelt was the maior defect for the mouthfeel properties of mar-

garines. the problems arose with whipped and diet products wh'ich were

generalìy sìow melting or had uneven melt, forming curds; the latter was

likeìy a function of the high water content and a poor emulsion. Regu-

lar tub and brick margarines occasionalìy received criticism for being

slow to melt or naving an oiìy or greasy mouthfeel or a slightly chalky

texture.

The main concern regard'ing the use of canola o'il in margarines

has been the reported tendency for the products to cleve'l op a grai ny,

unacceptable texture on storage (Teasdaìe et al, 1970; Teasdale, I975;

cteMan, 1978). Teasdale (1975) stated that it was-not possible to pro-

duce 100% canola oased margarines because of this probìem. No assess-

ments of the sensory response to graininess in margarines has been re-

ported however.
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Obi ect i ves-

The present research evaluated butter and margarines, the major vegeta-

Oìe oiì sources Of which were canola, corn, SoJ and sunflower, by:

i. obtaining the fatty acid composition by gas liquid chromatography
(GLc);

2. describing the physical properties in terms of SFI and DSC melt
thermograms;

3. defining the textural characteristics of tirmness, work to sof-
ten, spieadability, rate of mouthmelt and gra'ininess using a sen-
sory panel;

4. obtaining texturometer assessments of firmness and work to soften
and relating these to the sensory assessments;

5. describing the effect of temperature on the textural pararneters;

6. providing insight lnto the effect of oil species and market form
on textural characteristics;

7. testing the effect of storage on the textural quality of canola
products.



EXPERIMENTAL DISIGN

The chemicaì and physicaì characteristics which were defined by the fat-

ty acid composition, solid tat content and melting properties were used

to expìain the textural characteristics of tab'lespread which were ob-

tained by sensory panel and texturometer assessments. The textural pa-

rameters were classified as mechanical: firmness, work to soften and

spreadability; and mouthfeel: rate of mouthmelt and graininess. tsoth

sensory and texturometer assessments of firmness and work to soften, and

sensory rate of mouthmelt were incorporated rnto muìtip1e regress'ion

statements to deveìop predictive equations for sensory spreadabil'ity.

ln general, textural assessments were performed on 12 tabìesp-

reads, 11 margarines and butter, at two temperatures, 4"C (refrigerator

temperature) and 2I"C (room temperature) in a factorial arrangement.

lhe selection of tab'lespreads allowed post hoc comparisons of oil

source, market fonn and storage effects (Figure 12). the design was

confounded Þy manufacturer effect, since producti of each oil source

were not obtaÍned from the same suppìier.

Comparisons among oiì sources were performed separate'ly on brick

and tub market forms; the values for canola bricks from both manufactur-

ers were poo'led tor the comparison and the fresh canola products were

omitted to control for aging effects. Therefore oil source comparisons

were made among five oil species in the brick group and four in the tub

group as outlined in Figure 1.2. The fresh canola products, the canola

-31 -
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SPREAD OIL MARKET

TREATMENT SOURCE I-ORM

STORAGE

MANUFACTURER CONDITION

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

10
11
t2

canol a
canol a
canol a
canol a
canol a
corn
c0rn

s0y
soy

sunfl ower
sunfì ower
Þutter

bri ck
bri ck
uri ck
tub
tub

Þri ck
tub

bri ck
tub
tub

bri ck
bri ck

Bri ck
Þutl-er ( 1Z)

canola (1+3)
corn (6)
soy (8)

sunfl ower (10)

I
I

II
I
I

II
II
II
II

III
III
rv

Stored
Fresh

Stored
Stored

Fresh
Stored

lt

I

¡t

il

il

Fresh

POST HOC COI'IPAR ISONS

Effect

f.il- sps-lg

Treatment

Tub
canota 1+¡
-corn (7)

soy (9)
sunflower (tl)

Market Form þrick (1+6+8+10)
tub (4+7+9+11)

-lt-oggg stored
fresh

( 1+4)
( 2+s)

Figure 12: Experimental Design of Tablespread Texture Study
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Drick product from manufacturer II and butter were omitted from the com-

parisons oetween brick ancl tub market forms; the mean values tor Þoth

brick and tub were obtained by pooling four treatment means (Figure 12).

The storage effect was tested only between fresh and stored canola prod-

ucts from manufacturer I. No testing was ctone on the manufacturer ef-

tect.

The sequence in which the tests were performed ìs outlined tn

Figure 13. lhe rnitial products, rece'ived month I to month 6 of rhe

stucty were incìuded in all tests. Products were stored in a walk-in re-

frigerator until sampling. Two fresh canola products from manufacturer

I were added in month 12 therefore the storage effect on canola products

could onìy Þe tested rn the sensory assessment of mouthfeel properties

and tn the texturometer assessments. Comparisons among treatments were

weakened by the confounding of the manufacturer effect and the differing

ages of the products; the relationship among the various tests was weak-

ened by the time sequence in which they were performed.

Departures from these oasic procedures and details re'levant to

each test are included in the methods.



MONTH OF

STUDY

Solid fat content
tub e butter

Products recei ved

Products recei ved

6 Products received - Manufacturer III
Melting properties of all products obtained

11-12 Sensory analysis - mechanical properties

Fresh products received - Manufacturer I

Sensory analysis - mouthfeel properties

13-14 Fatty acid composition s !¡gqs_ fatty acids

16 Texturometer assessment of texture
I

Melting properties of canola I brick - rerun

18 % trary_ fatty acids

PROGRTSS

ofcanolal-brick,

Manufacturer I I

Manufacturer I

Solid Fat Index

TESTING METHOD

Differential Scanni ng Calorimetry

Magnitude Estimation

Figure 13: Time Line of Tablespread Texture Study

Time (seconds) a Line Scale

Gas Liquid Chromatography

General Foods Texturometer

Differential Scanning Calorimetry

I nf rared

(¡t
Þ



I4ATERIALS

Margarine samples were brand name, commercial'ly available products; sup-

plied oirectly trom the manufacturer. Details trom the product tabels

are lncluded tn nppendix A. Butter was purchased as neecled from ¡ocal

retail outlets. Chemicals were reagent grade; al I other materiaìs and

equipment are described in the methods.
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_[a!_ty- 4c i 4 lgmgo_sjlioj,

Fatty acid patterns and % !_[q_!L fatty acids of all products v.,ere deter-

mined with a 1740 Varian aerograph gas liquid chromatograph (GLC) equ'ip-

ped with dual flame lonization detectors and a Hewlett-Packard Model

3380-5 recording integrator. Two fatty acid samples tor each margarine

product were methylated using boron trifluoride according to the method

of Metcalfe et al. (1966). Fatty acid composit'ion was analyzed on an 8

ft. by 1/8 in. stainless steel column packed w'ith 3% SP 2310/?% SP-2300

on I00/I20 Uhromosorb l.t AIJ (SP column), carrier gas flow rate was 30

ml/min. A two m'inute Oelay temperature program lrom 190"C-220"C at

2"C/nin. was used.

Trans I somers were determi ned us'ing a 20 tt. by L/8 i n. stai n-

less steel column packed w'ith 15% 0U-275 on 100/120 Chromosorb P AI,J-DMCS

(0V coìumn). lhe runs were lsothermal at 220"C, ¡arrier gas tlow rate

was 10 ml/min (Ottenstein, et al. , lg77). For both columns the iniector

porL temperature was 230"C, detector port temperature 250"C, air and hy-

drogen flow rates were 250 m] and 25 ml/ min. nespectively-

The amount of trans isomerization in each product was also ana-

lyzed Oy infrared spectrophotometry (IR) using the method of geare-Rog-

ers et al. (1979). IR values u,ere adiusted to % fat assuming 80% fat in

each tablespread.

-36-
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!g_l_cgl_{ions of !o!al _T_æ.U F_afly Acids f¡o¡ GLC

the 0V column va'lues were first corrected for the loss of the ìong chain

fatty acids. Using the corrected values total !_t{nl fatty acids were

calculated by two methods to obtain minimum and maximum trans values as

fol I ows:

Method 1: mi n = trans C18:1 + ci s-!rens_,.t.rens--çil C18:2

Method 2: max = tr_qE C18:1 + (Total C:18:Z - cis-cis C18:Z)

Method I i nvo'lved addi ng the val ues tor trans u18:1 to those tor ci s--

tran!, _trans-cis U18:2 from the UV column and assumed that no other

!tan!. latty acids were present, probably underestimating !11q!9 content.

Method 2 involved adding trans. ü18:1 values trom the 0V column to the

difference between total U18:2 (SP column) and cis-çjs C18:2 (0V col-

umn), thus assuming that a'lì C18:2 other than cis-cis was trans and pro-

bably overestimated trans content.

!!y:fcg_!__trp_pg!:es

Solid Fat Index (SFI)

Solid fat indices on butter, canola I brick and canola tub were obtained

oy oì'latometry using the AOCS Standard Method Cd 10-57 (1979). 0anada

Packers, l.linnipeg Lab, provided technical assistance and access to the'ir

taboratory facility. SFI of the canola II Þrick, and rhe corn, soy and

sunflower products were obtained from the manufacturers.
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Uffj!'_entj_el_ !çg!ni_!g Ca ì ori met¡y ( DSC )

Melting curves of all products were recorded with a DuPont 990 thermal

analyzer. the Department of Food Science, University of Manitoba pro-

vi¿e¿ the equipment and technical assjsstance. Samples of 9.00-12.00 mg

of tablespread were weighed into sample pans immedjateìy upon removal

from the treezer. Two curves were obtained during a singìe run accord-

ing to the method of Sherbon and Doìby (1972). The heating rate was

S"C/min. All sampìes were run against an aluminum standard. The canola

t orick product was rerun after 11 months storage to see 'if crystaì

changes could ne monitored by this method. A cross section of samp'les

was run against a corn tub margarine as a preliminary 'investigation of

the merits of such a compari son; the resu'lts r,rere unsuccessfu'l , smal I

oifferences between the sampìe weight and the reference weight and dif-

fering salt levels obscured the sample d'ifferences.

The energy ì nput (mcal /mg tab'lespread) cluri ng tour stages of

melt: below 4"C, 4"C-zI"C,21"C-33"C and residual, 33"C to end of melt,

was calculated according to the formula from the instruction manual pro-

vided with the 'instrument (Figure 14). Areas were measured in square

inches using a Gelman compensating plain poìarimeter. The areas of melt

were expected to be useful in explaining textural clifferences among

spreads; the melt occuring before 4oC would reflect the stucture of the

product at refrigerator temperatures, the area between 4"C and 21"C

would predict the structura'l integrity of the product in this ränge and

the melt occurring after 33"C could relate to the mouthmelt sensation.

I'larket torm and oil source effects on the energy used for melt

in each me'lt range were tested by a two factor anaìysis of variance.
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o, = :9-1-l_:-:::
m

where: ÂH = mcal/mg sampìe

60 = conversion from seconds to minutes

A = area under curve in square inches

b = time base (2 min/in)

E = calibration coefficient (1)

Aqs = Y axis sensitivíty, mca'l lsec/in (0.5)

m = samp'le weight in mg

+-------- ------------+

Figure 14: Calculation of Energy Uptake from DSC ,i,, ,n.*ograms of
I abl espreads
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Butter and canola Il, each having no corresponding tub market form, were

omitted from the anaìysis to balance the design. Significant oiì source

effects were then tested using Duncan's muìtiple range test. Lack of

repìications of the earlier and later run of the Canola I brick made

statistical anaìysis of the storage effect impossib'le.

Textural Assessment

lgrysrJ Testing

the sensory methods used ln the textural evaluation of tablespreads are

outt'tnect in Table 5. References were provided for the evaluation of the

mechanical properties tor which magnitude estjmation was used as the

measurement scale. The reference tor the firmness assessment was pre-

sented at the same temperature as the samples, therefore no comparisons

between temperatures were possible for this parameter. Stopwatches were

provided to time the rate of mouthmelt; graininess was assessed using

line scales (Larmond, 1977). Standardization of the magnitude estima-

tion scores was performed using techniques cli scussed by Moskowitz

(1977); details of these techniques are included in each nrethod.

Sampìes tor the assessment of the mecfraiical parametens were

presented as 2 cm oiameter balls, formed using a melon baller. Time to

meìt samples were presented as I ml measured amounts; samp'les for grai-

niness were levelled rn white plastic teaspoons. Samples tor one com-

plete evaluation of all sampìes were prepared at one time and stored at

4"C untiì tested. Samples tor room temperature testing were ¡eft at

21"C at least 30 minutes prior to testing as preliminary rnvestigations

wjth a potentioneter had lndicated that sampìes would be warmed within



TABLE 5

0utline of sensory Testing Methods for Textural Assessment
Temperature Condj tions

REFERENCE

IiITASUREMENT SCALE

STANDARD IZAT ION

FI RMNESS

?L"C 40C

SAI'IPLE PRISENTATION

corn brick,
same

temperature
as samples

NUHBER OF SAMPLES

I4ECHAN ICAL

SAI-IPLES PTR SITTING

TRIAL REPEATS

}IORK TO

SOFTEN

vaseline (6ûÍ)
-corn starch(40[)

at room
temperature

PANEL ISTS

IEXTURAL PARAI''IETER

fi xed
modul us

of Tablespreads at tach of Two

magnitude estimatlon

l$q!i.qtq!,!ere i.ncìuded i n each. sltrinscfresh canola products were added

SPREADABI L ITY

ù

npdul us
equal ization

flrst sample
random

3

5+refx2=12

2 cm balls

9

RATE OF

I4OUTH MELT

2

MOUTHFEEL

B

external
cal i brat ion

l0

none

2

GRAI NINESS

time (seconds)

I

121

none

none

6

I ml measure

2

I ine scale

B

n2

none

T2

I evel I ed
sPoon

2

7

n2

t2
2

6

È
lJ
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that time. Samples tested at 4"C were evaluated immediately upon remov-

al from the refrigerator. Spreadability samp'ìes and samples for mouth-

feel properties were pìaced on ice packs for testing at 4oC. The sam-

ples were assigned three digit codes and presentation order was random-

rzed tor each panelist. Evaluations were carried out in individual

sensory analysis booths under red lights to mask colour differences.

The assessment of mechanical properties were carried out on a

totat of ten products, the fresh canola products arrived later:(Figure

13); duplicates of two products were included in each spreadability set-

ting to check paneì performance. lwelve products including the tresh

sampìes of canola I were available tor the assessments of mouthfeel pa-

rameters.

The firmness and work to soften tests were included on one bal-

tot with six samp'les, including the references, provided for each param-

eter. lwo sittings, run on consecutive days, comprised one evaluation,

two evaluations at each temperature wene performed. Room temperature

testing was done tirst, refrigerator temperature testing was done the

tollow'ing week. Spreadability was judged on six sampìes at a sitting'

with duplicates of the corn brick and sunflower tub products included in

each set. One evaluation was performed per day with a brÍef break be-

tween sittings; testing for both temperatures was completed in four con-

secutive days. The sampìes for one evaluation of each mouthfeel parame-

ter were presented at one sitting, panelists were encouraged to take a

brief break during the sitting. Two evaluations at each temperatures

were compìeted on four consecutive days.
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The all female panels were volunteers from the students, stafl
and associates of the Department of Foods and Nutrition and had varying

amounts of experience in sensory evaluation.

I_. Me_Cla¡iqel Prgpe$l_es.

1.1 Def initÍ_o! ef ]_qs*[r g_n_q lqqsery Ië!
1.1.1 _Fj_rmne:_f was defined as the force required to obtain a giv-

en deformation (Figure 15). Panelists assessed the force required to

compress the samples with the handle of a p'lastic spoon. The corn brick

margarine was provided as the refer^ence, and using magnitude estimation,

all sampìes were assigned firmness scores relative to the reference.

Free modulus was used; that is, the panelists were allowed to assign any

score they felt appropriate to the reference. The reference was pre-

sented at the same temperature as the sarnples. Higher scores clenoted

firmer products.

I.I.2 Work to soflg! was clefined as the resistance of a product

to structural oreakdown (Figure 15). Panelists tirst stirred the end

point reference of vaseline (60%)-cornstarch (40%) to determine its con-

sistency. Cornstarch was added to reduce the sti.kin.rr. After assìgn-

ing a consistency score to the reference (free modulus was al'lowed) each

of the tabìespread samples was worked with a spoon handle until it
reached the consistency of the reference. Samples were assigned magni-

tude estimatÍon scores which reflected the amount of effort required to

work the sampìes to the fixed end point. Higher scores reflected great-

er structural integrity.



l-qlqal- As s es sme¡! 9l la!þsP¡e gdg

1. Eroqsl: the force required to obtain a given deformation.

cámpress the samples with the spoon
sistance to compression, relative to

Sampl e

hande. Score each samPle on re-
the first sample Provìded.

Score
--R

to soften: the resistance of a product to structural break-

_Saqp.l_g Score
--R

2. lork
down.

t-eet the consistency of the reference sampìe with the . spoon hand'le.

niiigñ ihe reference a "work to softening" score. Work each of the
rãrpíãt witf, the spoon handle .until they equal the softness of the
ið1ã.ãñ.é. Assign icores relative to the amorjnt of effort required to
effect the desired consistency change.

3. $reqd3Þj-uly: the ease with which the sample can be applied in a

thin êven ìayer to bread.

Spread half the sampìe on the bread with.the.knife provided' .Assign a

iþrãããuUifity score'to each sample relative to the first samp'le' The

rij.. .utily spread products receive a higher-score. The remaining
ha]f samplé ca'n be u'sed to conf irm your initial impression.

Sampì e -Score.

Using the numerical scale that you used
respond to the following conditions.

Desc¡1þt_or
Too hard (wl]-ì notTpread)
Too hard, iust barelY sPreadable
Hard, but satisfactorily spreadable
Satisfactorily pìastic and spreadable
Soft but spreadable
Very soft, oily, soaks into bread
Very soft, almost Pourabìe

above ass'ign scores which cor-

Score

+-------- --¿--'--- ----------+

Figure 15: Abreviations of the Ballots Used for the Sensory Evaluation of
the Mechanical Properties of Tabìespread Texture



Scores for sampl es al ready softer than the end poi nt were

tonger work to soften out softness assessments; therefore scores t
soft products were not reliable.

1.1.3 $fegdjÞl_lly_ was def ined as the ease with which the samp'le

could be applied in a thin even layer to bread (Figure 15). Panelists

spread one-half the sample on plain white bread with a s'ilver butter

knife. The second half of the samp'le was used by the panelists to con-

finn their initial impressions if necessary. The first sample, randomìy

selected, served as a reference and all products were scored relative to

it using magnitude estimation. The more easiìy spread samp'les received

higher spreadabi lty scores.

Panelists were then requested to assign the magnitude estimat'ion

scores to a seven point category scale to permit external calibration, a

standarization technique suggested by Moskowitz (1977). The descriptors

on the catagory scale were adapted from Haighton (1959) (Table 4) and

ranged from too hard (wjll not spread), to satisfactori'ly plastic and

spreadab'le, to very soft almost pourable.

1.2 Panel Ifg¡:¡g
Three training sessions were requ'ired to familiafze the pane'l members

with the task required, with the technique of magnitude estimation and

to refine the baìlots. Training in magnitude estimation rnvolved two

exercises, one assessing the sizes of squares of paper and the other as-

sessing the heaviness of small weights placed in coded paper cups. The

latter test involved pìacing the weights on a balance scale and assess-

ing the finger pressure required to make the scale balance. Two ses-

sions of training with the actua'l samples and ballots were done; pane-

45
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lisis scored the products, the results were recorded on a black board

and discussed as a group.

I . 3 lcgre lt¿¡n{q¡_dtzgliql

t-irmness values for each sitting were adjusted to tix the modulus (ref-

erence value) at 10. lhe work to soften values were standardized using

modulus equalization (Moskowitz, 1977); the overall geometric mean for

each temperature and the geometric mean for each panelist/sitting were

first calculated, the scores for each panelist/sitting were then adjust-

ed by multiplying each score by the ratio of the two means. lhe geome-

tric mean tor each paneìist's standardized values was then equal to the

overalì geometric mean of that testing temperature.

spreadabi I i ty val ues were standard'i zed usi ng external ca'l i bra-

tion; the pivot point for each sitting was the value assigned to catego-

ry 4, suitab'ly plast'ic and spreadable, or the ideal. Each magnitude es-

timate and category value was divided by the p'ivot point such that

ideatly spreadabìe was tixed to equal 1. The two 'internal references

were rncluded as rndependent samples in the analysis, providing the

spread treatment with 11 degrees of freedom.

Mouthfeel PropeJties.

2.1 !e,[j¡ìjt_Íon of _Teslg g¡[ le¡5cry Task

2.1.1 þ!e of mcg_t¡me]! was ctefined as the time required tor a

product to totally meìt tn the mouth (Figure 16). Pane'lists were in-

structed to take the entire sampìe into their mouths; the samp'le was

then moved trom side to side across the paìate until melt was achieved.

Panelists were reminded to keep a constant tongue pressure trom sample

2.
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+----------------ì;il.cl-¡r;*n*i-t-i;i;;P];cqs- -----------+

1. Rate of [r]at!ù ; time required for a product to totaty
melt ìî the mo[t]r.

Take the whole samp'le into your mouth. Move the sample from side to
side across the palate with your tongue. Be sure to apply the same
pressure to each sample. ldith the stop watch observe the time re-
quired to achieve melt. Record this time in the space provided.

le¡p-ls Time to
-lSecón

2. Graj¡lne_s_s: the presence of di screte particles i n a product.

ïhere will be two judgements: the extent of grainìness and the size
of the particles, 'if present. Lick the sampìe into your mouth. 0n
the first line for each sample, indicate wìth a vertical mark your as-
sessment of the quantity of particles present. For those sampìes with
particles pìease indicate the size of the particìes by marking the
second I i ne.

Samp'le

no partic'les many part'icles

chaì ky grar ny

Figure 16: Abreviations of the Balìots used for the Sensory Evaìuation
of the Mouthfeeì Properties of Tablespread Texture

l4el t
ãsI-
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f,o

ln

sample. Using stop watches the paneìists recorded the time to n:ìt

seconds.

2.1.? Graininess was Oefined as ¡he presence of discrete parti-

clei ln a product (Figure 16). Panelists were requested to make two

judgements on each sample: the extent of graininess and the size of the

particles if present. Panelists ran their tongues over the surface of

the sample transferring part of it into their mouths. l.lhile push!.ng the

sample against the palate with the tongue the general number of"parti-

cles present in the sampìe was noted on the six inch line scales provid-

ed. lhe end points on the scale were no particles and many particles.

If particles were detected, panelists then marked on a second line scale

the approximate size of the particles from ihalky to grainy.

?.!.3 Mouthcoat g¡4 mo!üLcoglj-lg had been cons i dered qual i ti es

that would oe rmportant in evaluating the mouthfeel properties of ta-

b'lespreads. Attempts to rank products consistent'ly in training sessions

were unsuccessful and work on these parameters was not pursued.

2.2 Panel IfsilLlg
Three training sessions were required for the rate of mouthmelt task to

tamiìjarize the paneìists with the use of the stop-watch and to practise

uniform handìing of the samples in the mouth.

Panelists required four training sessions to become comfortable

with assessment of the graininess parameter. lt was decided that both

the number of particìes present and the size of these partic'les could be

assessed on a sing'le sample. Training incìuded ranking a starch sìurry,

pears and cream of wheat to familiarize the panelists with the particle

size continuum of chalky, gritty and grainy respectiveìy (Brandt, et

al. , 1963).
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Ie&qlometer Testing

1 . Je_sli¡g _Bfgçgd_r,Ug

The General Foods texurometer was used as the testing instrument with

the 5 cm Þrass plunger. The clearance r{as set at 4 run, chart speed at

1500 mm/min. with low chewing speed, the voltage was adjusted according

to the samples being tested. A plate with a small raised spike in the

centre of raised concentric circles vJas made by Central Instrument Ser-

vice, University of ManÍtoba, to prevent sampìes from slipping. Hard-

ness was determined using the height of the first peak divided by volts

used. Work to soften was estimated by comparing the difference in

height between peak one and peak two, the reduction rn hardness with

work. Values thus obtained from the texturometer testing wi'll be refer-

red to as Texturometer Units, TUf and TUr respective'ly.

2. lgnlle lfep¡fation
Samp'le balls were prepared as indicated tor sensory testing of mechani-

cal properties. Height for all orick and refrigerated tub samples was

adjusted Þy pìacing the sampìe firmìy on the spike of the sampìe p'late

and slicing along a wooden guide to height of 1.2_mm. The soft marga-

rines couìd not be sliced in this way so were flattened using a spatuìa

and the same guide. Three samples of each product were tested at each

temperature (4'C and 21"C).

Stati sti caì Analy¡:¡

Analysis of the textural data involved tirst testing for homogeneity of

variance of the spread tactor levels using Leven's test on a completeìy

random model (Brown and l'orsythe, 1974). Results from Leven's test in-
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oicated that toglO transformations clecreased variance heterogeneity.

Parametric analysis of variance (AN0VA) procedures were subsequently ap-

plied to the log transformed values of all textural data except graini-

nesi. The latter test generated zeno vaìues, therefore log transforma-

tions were contraindicated. The presence of graininess was tested for

independence against panelÍst, temperature and market form usinS *.
The scores from one panelist were omitted from further analysis to en-

sure tndependence from this effect. The frequency with which particles

were observed in each product and the mean and standard error of the

mean (S.E.M.) were reported for the amount of particles and the size of

the particles if present.

Analyses of variance for the sensory assessments of firmness

were perforned using a two factor tixed effects model: spread and pane-

list. Temperature could not be íncluded since the reference was pre-

sented at the same temperature as the sampìes. Ana'lyses of variance for

the sensory assessments of work to soften, spreadabiìity and rate of

mouthmelt were performed on a three factor fixed effects model: spread,

temperature and panelist. Anaìysis of variance_for the texturometen

tests used a tvro lactor modeì: spread and temperature. The spread fac-

tor in all the analyses encompassed oil source, market form, manufactur-

er and storage if applicabìe. Post hoc comparisons of spread and oil

source were performed by Scheffe's method at a=0.01.. Market form and

storage, each at two levels were compared using a 2-tailed t test for

which the test statistic was calculated from the mean square error of

the ANOVA.



RESULTS

_Ertly_ AS_!C _cg[po$U o n

The fatty acid compositions of the margarines (Table 6) were representa-

tive of the oil base from which they were made.. lhe canola lI brick

margarine had a higher percentage of C16:0 than the approximate'ly 5% ex-

pected suggesting that paìm oi'l may have been added. The canola prod-

ucts contai ned the hi ghest level s of c18 ;L , 65-7W, and the lowest I ev-

els of c18:2, 9-12%, with 1-2% c22:1. The highest levels of c18:2 wene

in the sunflower and corn products which conta'ined fnom 31-45%, depend-

ing on market form. Al'l products contained less than 1.5% C18:3 except

for the soy tub product which had more than 47".

The'levels of total trans and cis-cis C18:2 influence both tex-

tural and nutritional qualities. When measuring the amount of geometric

isomerization in the products, a discrepancy in the results from the two

GLC co]umns was observed. The values of total Cl?:1 obtained from the

SP column were consistentìy lower than the addition of cis C18:1 and

!:qlÞ c18:1 from the 0v column. The c18:2 fraction displayed the oppo-

site effect, that is, the total C18:2 from the 0V column vvas consjstent-

ly less than the c18:2 as measured on the sP column. This apparent

shift of some of the C18:2 fraction into the C18:1 fraction may have ac-

counted, in PaÉ, for the differences seen between the two methods of

calculating total trans. The fatty acid profiles from the 0V column

contained a shoulder on the cig c18:1 peak, this was most.noticable in

-51 -
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TABLE 6

Fatty Acid compos'ition of Selected Tablespreads Manufactured from
Differing Vegetable 0il Bases

BRICK TUBrttrv aclo2

@/L00g
rebhyl esters) Ca¡rolafrIcaro:-atf Corn soy Sunflcnler Canola J Corn Soy I Sunf lorer

tl. l
tr

+

6.3

36.7

u.3

26.3

44.0

tr
42.4

0.9

0.5

0.4

0.1

+

+

+

0.1

0.1

+

10.7

0.1

tr
7.4

40.7

13.7

27.9

34.9

r.1

33. 0

4.5

0.6

0.4

0.3

+

+

tr

6.6

+

o?

36. s

].,5.2

22.2

45.2

42.3

o.'7

0.5

0.5

0.8

x

ct4

x

C16:0

C16: I

x

C18:0

þtal C18:l

laa* cßzt
I

I c¿¿ ctg,t

l*.', 
"rr,,

lei¿-aan¿,tl au-
I c,i¿ CtgzZ

l*-* ,rr,,
I 

",.r,,| 
"ro,oI 
"r0,,.I or,o

I :;"

+

tr
+

5.7

0.4

tr
6.9

64.6

34.6

34 .6

13.7

4.5

6.2

0.4

L.2

3.4

0.4

2.0

+

0.3

tr
8.3

0.5

0.2

8.1

67.4

29.4

40.8

8.6

r.8

3.8'

r.4

tr
2.4

0.4

1.5

tr

11.0

tr

5.1

49.9

26.5

25.9

31.9

29.6

0.6

0.5

0.4

tr

+

0.5

10.5

tr
tr
8.8

61.1

28.1

35.6

16.0

1.6

It.6

1.3

0.8

0.6

0.4

+

tr
+

6.5

tr

11.3

47.5

22.L

26.6

31.7

Èr

28.3

0.7

0.5

0.7

0.8

0.2

+

tr
+

4.L

0.4

tr
5.3

69.6

2t.9

s0.9

11.2

4.5

4.5

0.4

1.8

4.1

0.4

1.8

'It:¡LaI Tiü1,5,
¡ninimun

rnaximun

r.R.4 (zrt fat)

39.1

42.1

45.7

3r.l
34. I
38.5

26.5

28.6

E).4

29.7

32.5

33.6

22.2

25.5

24.4

26.5

28.6

30. I

11.3

12.8

L4.2

14.8

15.?

16.6

15.2

18. r

16.5

- nol delcclcd + volucs <O.O5A lr volu¡s )O.O5A þut (O.lOa

x meosuroblc unidenllfied gcoks, nolcd in lrfms of ¡cloliv¡ llm. on lhc sP column.

lmeons of duplicolc runs.
?voluc¡ fol gcomelrlc l¡om¡r¡ dclcrmin¡d on OV column

runidenlificd pcok bclrecn C18,2 ond C18,3 on lh¡ SP column qpror. l.Of ln brlct ond O'sf in tuh

'inf ro¡cd--¡ingle dclermlnollon.



the canola products (Figure 17). The second

trans from the GLC data maximized the amount

method o.f

of trans

53

calculating total

fatty acj ds by as-

suming the shoulder to be !fq.ry.-!fq¡g C18:2.

The lR va'lues of total trans wene consistently h'igher than the

maximum calculated GLC values except for the sunflower products. lhe

higher IR values may indicate the presence of trans-lr_ans Cl8:2. Never-

theless the major proportion of the !¡g¡g isomers were in the C18:1

t ract i on.

The corn and sunflower products contained the highest levels of

apparent cis-cis C18:2 and the canola products the lowest. Both market

forms of the corn and sunflower margarines and the soy tub margarine

contai ned more than 25% appar ent ci s-_c_þ C18:2, the mi nimum requi red

level for a 'label statement êlaim of polyunsaturates content. The cano-

la products contained the highest level of trans fatty acids. W'ithin

ctominant o'il species the brick margarines contained more trans fatty ac-

ids than the tub forms.



Figure 17: Fatty Acid Profile of Canola I Brick Margarine From GLC,
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!!y_s_t sql !rep9_!:!_igs

Sol id Fat _bdeð (sFI)

The solid fat indices (Tab'le 7) showed the gradual reduction in solids

that was expected as the temperature increased. Comparison of o'il

sources pointed out the uniqueness of butter; it had the highest SFI at

10oC, a value comparable to the margarines at 21oC and the highest resi-

clual solids at 33"C. No major trends were noted among the margarines on

the basis of oil source.

A comparison between'the market forms of margarine showed that

the bricks had a higher SFI at 10"C than the tubs. The SFI of the lat-

ter at lOoC was comparable to that of the bricks at 2!oC. The low sol-

ids content of t,he tubs at 10"C is responsibìe for their spreadab'ility

at refrigerator temperatures. The bricks displayed a marked drop in

solids between 10"C and 2!"C, an average of 9 un'its, but the tubs shovled

much less change in soìids, an average drop of 6 units, in that range.

tsy 33"C the solids content for both groups was the same.

The sunflower spreads were anomolies in both the market forms.

lhe brick sunflower had a slightly lower SFI at 10oC, 18.5-23%, as com-

pared to 2?.5-?8% for the other bricks. The sunflower brick was not no-

tably oifferent in soìids content than the other bricks at 21"C and

33"C. In contrast to the low solids of the sunflower brick the sunflow-

er tub had higher solids content at Þoth 10"C and 21oC than the other

tub products. fhe slightly higher solids content of the sunfìower tub

would lend it more structural integrity than that expected in a tub

product.
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TABLE 7

Solid Fat'Indices of Tablespreads

PRODUCT 10"c 21.l."c 33.3'C

Bri ck :
2

Butter
2

Canola I
Canola I I

Corn

soy

Sunfl ower

Tub:
2

Canol a

Corn, Soy

Sunfl ower

34.3

25.5

24-?6

22.5-24

16-?8

18.5-23

1 1.7

10- t2

13.5

11.8 6.1

13.6 2.5

13.5-15 2-3.5

14-16 2-3

14-16 1.5-3

r?-L4 2.5-4.5

0

2-3
1 .5-3

4.9

4-6

I

+-------- --------+

'l

lsft vatues prov'ided by the manufacturers
-SFI's performed by Foods and Nutrition Lab
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Ulrerenli¡l _Sgn¡.r_nS !_aþ_fimetfy ( DSC )

nnaìysis by DSC was rudimentary; the lack of a coefficient of variation

on the method used ooes not permit definitive statements regarding sam-

ple differences. The findings can be considered as only exp'loratory.

The meìting thermograms of the unmelted samp'les which were

cooled and melted from the solid state, were all similar in shape (Fig-

ure 18). Products displayed exothermic peaks between -50oC and -40oC.

Although these peaks were smal'ler for canola I brick (ìater run), corn

brick and canola tub, no pattern emerged by e'ither o'il source or market

form. Two salt-affected areas of melt were observed: the salt-water eu-

tectic melt at -22"c and the solute depressed melt of water at -Boc.

lhe sunflower products displayed less pronounced eutectic melt. The

salt effectively masked fat melt peaks which might have been present be-

low OoC.

Melt was continuous for all products as temperature increased

above 0"c and complete melt had occured by 48"c; melt end points were

defined by the levelling off of the thermogram. _Margarines disp'layed

only one area of sharp me'lt; this occured in the range between 30oC and

40"C. Butter had a d'istinctive melt pattern with three relativeìy sharp

meìt peaks: 7"C, 17"C and 35"C.

Two runs of the canola I product were obtained 11 months apart,

the thermogram of the product which had been stored tor 11 months had

shorter peaks at -44oc and a dual peak in the 30"c melt range. This

change in melt pattern might reflect crystaì changes.
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-ær -eaPc -!dc .fÊ 30.c -¿o'c dc ec locc 20Êc lotc ao'c 9ß.-

Figure 18: Melting Thermograms Obtained on Unmelted Tablespread Samp'les

lsamples were loaded directìy from a freezer, cooled to -70"C and heated

,to 50"C at S"C/min. to obtain the thermograms.
'sample was rerun after 11 months storage.
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-19ç -5'c -tot 49'G -t ! -Þ? -o.c qÊ lot 
"ô'a !b! +.c Fc

c¡r{ou n u¡¡¡€LlED

Figure 19: Melting Thermograms Obtained From Unmelted and Melted
Tabìespread Samples

lsamples were loaded directly from a freezer, cooìed to -70"C, and
heated to 50"C (Thermogram of Unmelted Sampìe), held for 10 min. to
erase thermal history, cooled to -70"C and heated at S"C/min. to 50"C
(Thermogram of the Meìted Sample).
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The thermograms obtained from the melted samples (Figure 19)

disptayed more pronounced salt-water eutectic me'lt due, probably, to the

break in the emulsion caused by me'lt; the me'lt peaks occuring between

30"i and 40oC were flattened compared to the same products run from the

unmelted state. Since all products disp'layed the same differences be-

tween the unmelted and me'lted thermograms, onìy three representative

products are shown in Figure L9.

The total energy uptake of the tablespreads (Table 8) ranged

from 40.55 nrcal/mg tor canola I brick to 29.I7 mcal/mg for sunflower

tub. The overall mean was 35.09 mcal/mg.

The thermograms were divided into four stages of melt in the ex-

pectation that comparisons among the products within each stage of melt

would indicate textural differences. That is, the extent of,melt below

4oC would reflect the amount of solids rema'ining at refrigerator temper-

atures, the rnelt occuring between 4oC and 2\oC would represent stab'iìity

at room temperatures and the residual solids and melt end point would

reflect the mouthmelt sensation. A series of anaìyses of variance with-

ln each melt range was obtained; there was a significant oil source ef-

tect in the 4-21"C melt range and a significant difference between mar-

ket forms in the 4-21"C and 21-33oC ranges (Table 9).

The muìtiple comparisons among the oil source effects within

each melt range showed that canola had a significantly higher energy up-

take in the 4?C-ZL' range than the other oil sources (Table 10)' No

other significant ctifferences among oil sources were p.resent but some

interactions were suggested. Soy dispìayed a consistent rise from the

lowest energy uptake in the <4oC meìt range to the highest residual
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TABLE 8

Energy Uptake (mcal/mg) of Tabìespreads During Specified Stages of Melt

Bri ck :

Butter
Canoìa I

I
Canol a I
Canola I I

Corn

Soy

Sunfl ower

Tub:

Canol a

Corn

soy

Sunfl ower

+-------- -----------+

1
Sample was rerun after Il months storage

15.58

24.09

19.00

L9.28

?1.0?

16.58

23.25

26.84

29.60

24.69

21.81

13.52

6.86

7 .94

7.31

4.05

5.78

3.29

5.16

2.63

3.04

2.t2

7.35

5.20

5.53
3.32

s.62

5.54

3.47

2.49 39.94

4.40 40.55

2.93 35.40

5.60 35.51

4.11 34.81

4.32 32.22

0.79 30.79

2.61 2.38 36.99

2.58 _ 2.63 37.44

2.9? 3.54 34.19

2.t2 3.t2 29.17
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TABLE 9

Mean Squares (MS) from the Anaìysis of Variancerfor Tablespread^Energy

Uptake in Four Melt Ranges

+-------- ------+
s0uRCE 0F <40C 4"C-210C 21"C-33"C >33"C

VARIANCE D.F. MS MS MS MS

Oil source 3 10.2 4.2* 1.0 1.4
plarket form I 38.0 6.?* 11.1* 0.5

Error 3 10.6 0.2 0.3 1.9

+-------- ----------+
1
obtained from DSC (Table 8)

*significant at cr=O.01
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I ABLE 10

Energy Uptake of Tablespreads During Melt

Market Forml

Compared by Oil Source and

MELT RANGE OIL SOURCE MARKET FORM

4"C-21"C !gnf_lo¡qe¡
2.7Ia

21"C-33"C Sunfl ower

2.7r

>33"C _Sg¡t'lo¡¡e¡
1 .96

I otal Sunfl ower

21..9L

l9J S_qql'loUer

20.64 ??.53

Corn

3.34ab

lqqol-Ê
3.91

Corn

3.37

Sgy

33.21

<4"C Corn

?5.0?

-loJ
4.4lb

_Qog

4.10

Canoì a

3.39

Corn

35.83

-c¡¡-ole
?5.46

Canol a

-B_[f_qk Tub

2I.23 ?5.59

Iub Bri ck

3.24a 5.00b6.0lc

Slx
4.?s

)qv
3.93

c-aæ.1-q

38.77

-LrD
2.56a

ïub

tsri ck

4.9?b

Bri ck

2.92 3.42

-L!{Þ -B-ri-ç!
34.56 34.31

I
means, within an effect, with no letters were not significantly d'ifferent

abc rneans, within an effect and row, foììowed by the same ìetter were

not significantly different at c=0.05
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melt. Sunflower remained near or at the lowest ìn energy uptake across

all melt ranges with the lowest energy uptake overall. Corn remained in

the midrange of energy uptake across all ranges and canola showed no

trend but did have the highest total energy uptake.

There was a significant market form effect at both the 4"C-21"C

and 2l'C-33"C melt ranges (Table 9), brick products havìng s'ignificantìy

more energy uptake than tubs (Table 10). Ïhe tubs tended to have a

higher energy uptake in the (4"C melt range. The interaction of market

form with melt range u,as as expected; the greater degree of melt of the

tubs at the low ternperature range confers the desirable spreadability of

these products at refrigerator temperatures. At temperatures )4"C the

oricks dispìayed catch-up me'lt such that all products were totalìy melt-

ed by 48"C. Both market forms required essentiaììy the same total ener-

gy to melt (Tabìe 10).

The areas of transition were more easiìy noted when the energy

uptake w'ith'in the specified temperature ranges was calculated as a per-

cent of total energy used (Figure 20). In the melt area below 4"C, but-

ter had a lower percentage energy use than the margarines. .Within the

margarines the brick forms, except sunflower, fri¿ less energy uptake,

51-60%, than the tub forms,72-79%. Lower amounts of energy used in the

range below 4oC suggested that the Orick products had undergone less

melt than the tubs, accounting for the structural integrity of the brick

products, tncìuding butter, at 4oC. the sunflower brick product dis-

played a relative melt pattern very similar to the tub forms in this

anaìys i s.
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Figure 20: Percent Ener^gy Used by Tabìespreads for Transitions Occuring
before 4"C, 21"C and 33"C

1

iCalculated from DSC melt thermograms
'Sample was rerun after 11 months storage
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Butter had 35% of its energy uptake in the range between 4'2I"C

, the margarines ranged between 7-22%. In the area between 21" and 33"C

the brick margarines caught up to the tubs in amount of melt such that

no real difference in res'iduaì melt was noted. The meìt end points were

highest for the canola products (44-46"C) and lowest for the sunflower

brick (38'C) (Figure 20). The other products ranked corn, soy' sunflow-

er by decreasing melt end points.

Textural !1se$¡gûts_

Test !o¡ HomogeneitJ _o! _Y_q¡iqc3.

ttesults of Leven's test suggested that confidence could be pìaced in the

results of the analysis of variance of the wonk to soften and rate of

mouthmeìt tests (Table 11). Caution however is indicated when consider-

rng the results of the other texture tests. Vioìations of the homogene-

ity assumption would infìate the F statistic causing the differences be-

tween the treatment means to appear greater then they actual ìy were.

Part of the heterogeneity of variance of the sensory firmness assess-

ments and spreadabiìity categories was due to the fixed modulus of the

tormer and the pivot point used to adiust the scores of the latter;

these treatments by definition had variances equal to zero (page 46).

To compensate for the possibility of the inflated F stat'istic in

the ana'lysis of variance of each set of data, a significance level of

0.001 was used. Furthermore Scheffe's multiple comparison procedure was

chosen to compare treatment means because it is more robust to viola-

tions of homogeneity of variance than the alternative post hoc proce-

dures. Post hoc comparisons were performed at a=0.01.
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TABLE 11

Resuìts of Leven"s Test for Homogeneity of Variance in the Textural Data

+-------- -----------+

1
DAT/I _t _IE!I rArL

SIATlsrE gRqB¡E_rlU_Y_

Sensory:

Firmness-4"C 5.96 0.00%

Firmness-Zl'C 8.38 0.00%

Work to Soften I.?8 19.26%

Spreada bi I i ty- Pa nel 7 .51 0 .00%

-Catagory ?1.48 0.00%

Rate of Mouthmelt 1.36 12.99%

ïext urometer:

Fi rmness 2.39 Â.54%
tteduction in Firmness 3.6? 0.01%

Cohesiveness 2.36 0.60%

+------- --------+
1
homogenity of variance vlas accepted at p)5%
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1.

Mechani cal Prglertte!.

Fi rmness.

Thene was a significant difference in the firmness among the

spread treatments rn the sensory lirmness scores at both temperatures

and in the texturometer measurements incorporating temperature (Tabìe

l2). the temperature effect cou'ld not be tested in the sensory ana'ly-

sis, however, it was tound to ue significant in the texturometer analy-

sis. Ihe mean tirmness of 0.61 LTUf at 4"C was significantly greater

than the mean lirmness of 0.12 LTUf at 21"C. lhere was a sign'if icant

paneìist effect at 21"C, this was due to the oiffering widths of ranges

used uy the panelists which were not ameliorated by standardjzing to a

tixed modulus (Moskowitz, 1977). There were no s'ignificant differences

between the replications; ìndicating consistency of sampìe prepartion

and handì i ng.

ïhe significant spread X temperature interaction, rn the textu-

rometer data, was largely contributed by the changí in firmness ordering

within market forms of two products: butter and canola tub; each was the

firmest of its respective market form at 4oC and the softest at ZLIC

(Figure 21). lhe sunflower brick disp'layed the next largest inversion

of rank between temperatures, going from a medium firm brick at 21oC to

the softest brick product at 4"C. The ìack of significant interaction

between spread and paneìist suggested that the panelists were ordering

the products the same vray (Table 12).
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TABLE 12

Firmness Assessments of Tablespreads - Analysis of Variance

SENSORY PANEL TEXTUROMETER

1"!
d. f. MS

2r"c

!_ogtce ol _V_q¡¡at¡t¡
Spread

I emperature

Panel i st
Repl i cati ons

SXT
sxP
Error

-q.I. MS

3.16* 10 3.?4*

0.10* 8 0.14

0.03 2 0.02

0.05 80 0.03

0.03 196 0.0t

d.f. MS

11 0.48*
I 4.14*

2 0.00

11 0.06*

46 0.002

10

7

1

70

87

+---- ------+
*significant at a=0.001

-- not applicabìe to test
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Figure 21: Firmness of Tablespreads -- Spread X Temperature Interaction



TABLE 13

Firmmess Assessments -- Comparisons Among Tablespreads

PRODUCT

LoG SENS0RY PANEL SCoRES (LSf)

Bri ck:
Reference 1.00 bc 0.000 1.00 c 0.000
Butter l.7l a 0.074 1.06 c 0.028
canola I 1.66 a 0.075 l.3b a 0.037
üanola I F

l,anola II 1.54 a 0.054 1.28 ab 0.038
Corn 1.04 b 0.021 0.99 c 0.021
soy 1.19 b 0.041 1.12 bc 0.035
Sunflower l.1Z b 0.042 1.42 a 0.036

Iub: t
Canola 0.61 d 0.052 0.38 f 0.047
Canola F --
Corn 0.56 d 0.068 0.73 d 0.025
Soy 0.53 d 0.058 0.51 ef 0.037
Sunflower 0.70 cd 0.038 0.65 de 0.031

4"C2

Mean s.E.M.

21"c3

f.lean

+----------------:-- -------------+
r

l,n=3,means followed by the same letter were not slgnificantly different at a=0.01
in=27,means followed by the same letter were not significantly different at c=0.01
"n=l6,means followed by the same ìetter were not slgnlflcantly different at c=0.01

Ë, ?gËrÊPnlicable 
to test

LOc TEXTUR0METER UNITSI (LTUf)

S.E.M.

4"C

Hean

rlõs u
0.91 ab
0.74 bc
0.91 ab
0.64 cd
0.75 bc
0.62 cd

0.35 efg
0.36 efg
0.25 fgh
0.25 fgh
0.28 fgh

s.E.M.

olõzr olio r,i ulõqo
0.014 0.48 de 0.008
0.012 0.45 def 0.015
0.033 0.53 de 0.042
0.009 0.18 ghi 0.000
0.018 0.32 efgh 0.007
0.027 0.33 efgh 0.035

0.017 -0.36 k 0.031
0.044 -0.20 jk 0.012
0.014 -0.07 ij 0.017
0.025 -0.32 k 0.027
0.013 -0.04 tj 0.039

2l'c

Mean s. E.M.

\¡u
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The panel firmness assessrnents of the corn brick and the identi-

cal reference samp'le were equaì, suggesting paneì accuracy (Tabìe 13);

however, as the product firmness departed trom that of the reference

product, the standard error increased proportionateìy to a maximum of

0.075 at 4oC and 0.047 at 21"C. Panelists scores sorted the products

into six djstinct firmness groups at 21oC and into four groups at 4oC,

this trend was supported by the texturometer assessment and can be seen

more easily in Figure 21; the tub products had a much greater ¡ange of

firmness at zloC than at 4oC. At 4oC the tubs were essentially all

equal in tirmness. The texturometer assessments did not sort the prod-

ucts as cìearly as did the sensory assessments, that is, the texturome-

ter evaluation showed more overlapping of groups. The means of the

firmness assessments (Tabìe 13) showed that both the texturometer and

sensory assessments clearly sorted the brick from the tub market torms.

The mean texturometer assessments, incorporating temperature, showed

that the brick products at ?l"C were similar in firmness to the tub

products at 4"C.

Comparisons among oiì sources showed that the butter and canola

bricks were significantìy firmer than the corn, siy an¿ sunfìower prod-

ucts at 4"C (Tabìe 14); however at 21oC the canola brick was still one

of the firmest products but butter was included in the softer group.

Sunflower brick dispìayed the opposite effect; it was one of the softest

products at 4"C but maintained structural integrity to become the firm-

nest product at 21oC. The results from the texturometer anaìysis, in-

corporating temperature, point out that in general, butter was firmer

than the brick margarines. The corn brick was the softest product in

the three analyses of oil source. The identical vegetable oil sources
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TABLE 14

Firmness Comparisons by Oil Source, Market Form and Storage Effect

FACTOR TEST TREATMENT

Sunfl ower Corn
b -T.f25- Tlõ-qb

1616

5ex
.53a
16

Tub: Lorl Sunf'l ower larpì s So.y.¡rean õl-zga --õ';6'5a -õ".38-5' 0:¡'.5c
n18 18 18

Texturometer
Mean
Brick: Canol a Butter
Mãan -O:7Tã -õg lgJ Sunflower Co¡q

0.53bc --¡:4-7¡¡- 0Fta666
TUB: Sunfl ower Corn Canol a Sov
frõdn --TlTza il¡-ea :0-.õ--ozo -olõ'5u

n16 16 16 16

Oil Source Sensory-4oC

Sensory-21o C

Market Form Sensory-4oC
Mean

n

Sensory-21oC Mean.n
Texturcrneter Mean

n

l.lean

Bri ck
fr-ean

n

TUB:
frããn

n

Bri ck
mean

n

: Butter Canoì a-T./6ã -TJ60t
t6 32

Sunfl ower Cano I a--¡'f,õã- -¡.ffi
16 16

: Sunflower Canola

-I-:41a -T.3ã
18 36

nL? ã-b

&I
.12b
18

18

Butter
T.0E6'

18

Corn
õ199u
i8

Brick TubTã 0:6-0b
80 64

t.22a 0.57b
135 - 109

0.53a 0.05b
24 24

Storage Texturometer Stored Fresh-0:34ã Om
n1212

+---------- ---------+
abc means within a roh,, fo'llowed by the same letter are not s'ignificantly different at

a=0.0 I

lex
0.19

16

CornõFoa o
16
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ín the tub products rtisp'layed slightly different behavior; there was no

significant difference at 4"C; however, at 21"C the products ranked corn

and sunflower the firmest, canola jntermediate and soy the softest. In-

corporating temperature, as in the texturometer data, maintained the

differences in firmness ranking among the oil sources within the tub

market form. As would be expected, the brick products were s'ignificant-

ly firmer than the tub market form (Table 14); however there was no sig-

nificant storage effect on the firmness of the canola products as meas-

ured the the texturometer, even though the products differed in age by

1.0 months (Figure 13).

Correlation coefficients of the sensory with texturometer as-

sessments were 0.99 at 4oC and 0.95 at 21oC (Figure 22). The correla-

tion at 21"C was likety reduced by the inversion of the sunflower brick

product. The panelists scored it as one of the firmest products whereas

the texturometer assessments placed it as a soft brick (Table 13). No

explanation can be made for this anoma'ly. The sìopes of the line de-

scribing the relationship of the sensory with texturometer assessments

for each temperature, 1.50 and 1.12 at 4oC and 2fC respective'ly' were

not significantly different at a=0.01; therefore, the equation for the

best fit ljne generated at 4oC was used to estimate sensory firmness at

?f C (Figure 22). As the estimated val ues f al I outs'ide the regression

relationship the predictive va'lue decreaseso

!!gt!. to Soften.2.

There were significant differences among

the sensory and texturometer assessments of work

the spreads for both

to soften (Table 15).
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Exploration of the significant temperature effect (Table 16) showed that

for both sets of data there vlas greater resistance to work soften'ing at

4"C than at 2\"C. There was no significant paneìist or replication ef-

fect (Table 15).

The temperature X spread interaction (Figure 23) was mainly con-

tributed by butter which showed little resistance to work softening at

21oC but was much more resistant at 4oC. Although the sensory panel and

the texturometer ranked the products differently, the butter X tempera-

ture interaction was similar in both sets of data. Sunflower brick con-

tributed to the sensory spread X temperature interaction by undergoing

re]atively little change in resistance between the two temperatures;

sunflower tub established a similar trend in the texturometer assess-

ment. The paneìist X spread interaction, although significant, was

snlall in magnitude compared to the other main effects and did not com-

promi se f urtherinterpretati on (Tabl e 15)

Mu1tiple comparisons were used to test the differences among al'l

levels of the spread factor (Table 17). The sensory assessments sorted

the products more clearly with less overlapp'ing oj groups than did the

texturometer assessments. The brick products at 4oC had the greatest

resistance to work softening, the tubs at 4"C were similar to the bricks

at 21"C, and the tubs at 21oC were the easiest to work soften. The tex-

turometer value reported for the soy tub product may not be re'liable as

the difference between the peak heights was a n.guiive value, since neg-

ative numbers can not be logged the values for this product were esti-

mated to be 0.01 cm, a value approximating zero.
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TABLE 15

l,Jork to Soften -- Anaìysis of Variance

SENSORY TEXTUROMETER

Work to Soften Reduction in Har^dness

_S-¡_q-r!g of Variatior! g.I. M!

Spread 9 3.17*
Temperature

Panel i st
Rep'li cation

SXT
SXP
rXP
SXPXT
Error

1 14.10*

7 0.00

1 0.00

9 0.26*
63 0.08*
7 0.00

63 0.04

159 0.03

_q.J. MS

11 I .41*

1 9.37*

2 0.06

11 0.19*

--
46 0.02
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TABLE 16

Effect of Temperature on Work to Soften Assessments of Tablespreads

+-------- --------+
TEST 4OC zT"C

+-------- --------+
1

Sensory:

Work to Soften 1.66a I.24b

2
Text urometer:

Reduction in Hardness -0.03a -0.74b

+-------- --------+

n=1.60
2

n=36

abc means within a row, followed by the same

letter are not significantly different at

c=0 .0 1
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TABLE 17

work to Soften Assessments -- comparisons Among Tablespreads

+________ -----------+
LoG.'LGc

SENSORY SCORES. TEXTUROMEI-ER UNITS¿
(LSw) (LTUr)

+-------- -------+
Product Mean S'E'M' Mean S'E'M'

+-------- -------+
4"C

Bri ck:
tsutter
Uanola I
t anola I F

Canol a I I
Corn
soy
Sunfl ower

Tub:
Canol a
Canoìa F

Corn
Soy
Sunfl ower

2l"c---Brick 
:

Butter
Canolo I
Canola I F

Canola I I
Corn
Soy
Sunfl ower

Tub:
Canol a
Canola F

Corn
soy
Sunfl ower

2.08
r.95

1.95
1 .80
1.86
1 .57

1.30 def

1.38 de
1.29 def
1.39 de

1 .36
1.53

1.64
1 .40
1.52
1.46

0.64 h

1.09 efg
0.80 gh
0.90 fgh

0.065, -0.33
-0.06

0.042 -0.7 4
0.048 -0.55
0.037 -0.25

cdef 0.028
abcde 0.020
fg 0.042
def g 0.072
bcdef 0.024

efg 0.069
abcd 0.034
bcdef 0.031
bcdef 0.078
oh 0.196
ãqfg 0.090
bcdef 0.040

a 0.062 0.37 ab 0'133
ab 0.062 0.51 a 0'095

0.16 abc 0'044
ab 0.045 0.40 ab 0'036
abc 0.039 -0.12 abcdef 0'033
abc 0.054 0.01 abcd 0.040
bcd 0.034 0.20 abc 0'040

de 0.046 -0.69
cd 0.046 0.05

-0.21
bcd 0.055 -0.16
de 0.049 -1.14
cd 0.053 -0.53
cde 0.051 -0.16

0.053 -1..14 gh 0.019
-1.01. th 0.078

0.054 -1.48 hi 0.139
0.066 -2.00 i 0.00
O.O7? -0.61 defg 0.042

+__-__-_- -------+

1 --
^fì=Io¿n=3

.'b.-r.unt within a column, followed by the same letter are

not significantìy different at c=0'01
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Comparisons among oil sources witfü1 thé brfck market form show

that the canola brick was the most resistant to work softening as meas-

ured by both the panel and the texturometer (Table 18). The panel

scores did not sort the products as decisively as did the texturometer

assessments; the former established two djstinct groups whereas the lat-

ter estabtished four groups. In general the sunflower, butter and soy

were intermediate in resistance to work softening and the corn exhibited

the least resistance of the brick products to softening. The relative

ranking of the products between the two sets of data was d'ifferent; how-

ever, the actual differenc'es rlray have been minor. The probìem of inver-

sion of product ranks between the test instruments which occurred in the

oÍl source comparisons, within the brick products, a'lso occurred in the

oil source comparisons within the tub products. The texturometer clear-

ìy measured the sunflower tub as the most resistant to work soften'ing,

canola as intermediate and corn and soy as the least res'istant. lhe

brick products were significantly more resistant to work softening than

the tubs; there r{as no significant difference between the fresh and

stored canol a products.

The tinear relationship between the sensori un¿ texturometer as-

sessment of work to soften was sign'ificant, with a correlation coeffi-

cient of 0.83, however when plotted (Figure 24) there were some obvious

incongruities. The values for the tub spreads at 21oC showed the most

extreme divergence from the best fit line. The distance of the points

from the line suggested that the panelists and the instrument were as-

sessing different parameters. As mentioned in the methods, the pane-

ìists had difficulty with the assessment of work to soften when the sam-



ÏABLE 18

Work to Soften Comparisons by 0il Source, Market Form and Storage Effect

TACTOR

0ll Source Sensory -Þ¡ict¡ ËJt_ol_qHean 1.77 a
n32

-t_uþ: _C_o¡DMean I.23a
n16

Texturoneter -B-f!ç!., -C¡¡g-þMean 0.20a
n12

Tub: Sunflower
rlãàn -:O-.43t --

n6

ÏEST

l4arket Form

Storage Texturometer Stored Fresh
Mean :O.23ã -o-.28a

nl212
+---------

abc means wlthln a row, followed by the same letter were not slgniflcantly dlfferent at
c=0.01

Butter-l-.Izau
l6

Sunfl ower'--1.r¡ã6-
16

Sunfl ower
-T-.dZab -

6

Canol a
:017.¡5'

6

Sensory I
Mean

n

Texturcrneter Mean
n

TREAÏMINT

Sov
1.69ab
l6

Ist
1.05ab

16

Butter
=o.t-06"c6

Corn
-T.TIc

6

Corn
T.TOab

16

Canol a-T-.97ît

16

lev
-0.26c

6

Sunfl ower- T.st-u'-
16

æ
f\)

Bri ck
1.6ãd

TzB

-0.15a
24

Tub
Tlîou

t28

-0.89b
24

leJ
.28
6

Corn
-0:631c

6

-1
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ples v,rere already softer than the reference end point; va'lues were then

assigned on the basis of firmness. The work to soften parameter was ex-

pected not only to be a function of the initial firmness and the extent

of primary bonding in the products, but also to encompass an addjtional

parameter of plastjcity; the latter would depend on the relative amounts

of secondary bond'ing as discussed briefly on page 26. The correlation

coefficient of sensory work to soften w'ith firmness as measured by the

texturometer was 0.97; the correlation coefficjent of texturometer re-

duct'ion in firmness wjth texturometer firmness was 0.90. The panelists

may have been assigning firmness scores whereas the texturometer assess-

ments may have been approximatjng the work to soften parameter as it was

envi sioned.

!.. lpfeqd¡Lil ity.

The ana'lys'is of vari ance of the spreadabi l'ity data shovled that there

were sign'ificant differences among the spreads, between the tempera-

tures, and among the panelists; all the interactions were significant

(Table 19). There was no significant difference between the repìica-

tions.

The mean spreadability score of -0.47 at 4oC was significantly

tess than the mean spreadability score of 0.03 at 21"C. The significant

panelist effect was apparently caused by the individual percept'ions of

spreadability, some paneìists were scoring all the products as ìess

spreadable while others scored atl the products as relatively more

spreadabl e.
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TABLE 19

Spreadability of Tablespreads -- Analysis of Variance

+-------- --------+
Source of Variation d.f. MS

Spread

ïemperature

Panel i st
Rep'l'ication

SXT
SXP
TXP
SXTXP
Error

11 3.65*

L 24.44*
7 0.25*

1 0.15

11 1.18*

77 0.06*
7 0 .41*

77 0.06*
191 0 .02_
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The spread X temperature interaction (Figure 25) was again main-

ly contributed by the butter which was poorly spreadab'le at 4"C but the

most spreadable of the bricks at 21."C. The sunflower brick contributed

to the interaction by changing very little in spreadabi'lity, relative to

the other bricks, between the two temperatures. The spread X pane'list

interaction was small relative to the other ma'in effects and was caused

by inversions of rank within market forms; aìl the pane'lists scored the

bricks as less spreadabìe and the tubs as more easi'ly spreadable. lhe

panelist X temperature interaction (Figure 26) was ma'inly caused by one

paneìist who scored products at 4oC relativeìy'less spreadable than the

other pane'lists but scored products at 21oC as much more easily spreada-

ble relative to the scoring of the other panelists. The third order in-

teraction was minor and probably an accumulation of the second order in-

teractions.

Comparisons among the tabìespreads showed that the brick prod-

ucts at 4oC were the least spreadable, the tubs at 4oC and the bricks at

21oC were equally spreadable and the tubs at 21oC were the most spreada-

ble (Table 20). The agreement between the means of the two sampìes of

corn brick and sunflower tub suggested panel consistency. Variance her-

terogeneity would ìikely have been caused by the large variation in the

scoring of the brick products at 4oC.

Comparisons among oil sources showed that the corn brick was

significantly more spreadable than the other brick products, sunflower

and soy brick and butter were more difficu'lt to spread, but canola brick

was sìgnificantìy less spreadable than the other oil sources within the

brick market form. Butter was equal in spreadability tq the canola
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TABLE 20

Spreadablity Assessments -- Comparisons Among Tablespreads

Product Mean S.E.M.

4"C

- Brick:
Butter
Canola I
Canola I I
Corn^
corn¿
Soy
Sunfl ower

Tub:
Canol a
Corn
Soy
Sunfl ower^
Sunf I ovuer'

2r"c
-- ---Bri ck:

Butter
Canola I
Canola I I
Corn^
corn¿
soy
Sunfl ower

Tub:

-1.23 a
-1.20 a
-1.12 ab
-0.50 cd
-0'45 cd
-0.80 bc
-0.55 cd

0.07 ef
0.04 ef
0.07 ef
0.02 ef
0.03 ef

0.06 ef
-0.26 de
-0.21 de
0.00 ef

-0.02 ef
-0.04 ef
-0.22 de

0.107
0.111
0.t22
0.072
0.047
0.092
0.081

0.026
0.018
0.019
0.020
0. 021

0.024
0.024
0.044
0.023
0.026.
0.031
0.044

Canola 0.29 f 0.022
Corn 0.19 f 0.024
Soy 0.27 f 0.030
Sunfl ower, 0.i6 f 0.019
Sunfìower- 0.15 f 0.033

+-------- -----------+
I --
^n=Ib¿products were included in each sitting,
therefore twice per replication

abc means within a column, fol'lowed by
by the same letter are not signifi-
cantly different a=0.01
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TABLE 21

Comparison of Spreadability by Oil Source and Market Form

FACTOR TREATMENT

Oil Source Qrick: Corn Suúl s!,,e-t !o¿ -Þl'-t-tg -C-qn-ol-q

Mean -0.24a -0.38b -0.42bc -0.58c -0.70d

n3?L616163?
Tub: Sov Canol a Corn Sunfl ower

Mean 0.02a 0.13a 0.12a 0.09a

+___.__._ : _ _i:. .i: . i:. _ :: ____..._.+

Market Form Brick Tub

-0.44a 0.13b

160 160

Mean

n

abc means, within a row, foìlowed by the same lettlrs are not s'ignifÍcantly
different at e=0.01
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products at 4oC (Table 20), but the butter temperature interaction (Fig-

ure 25) resulted in butter being somewhat more spreadable than the cano-

la bricks at 21oC; butter therefore had an overall better spreadab'ifity

than the canola products. There was no oil source effect among the tub
products (Tab'le 21) .

The comparisons between the market forms, shown in Table 2I,

supported the expectation that tub products were overal I s'ignif icant'ly

more spreadable than brick products. Note that the fresh canola prod-

ucts were not availab'le for the spreadability assessments (Figure 13),

therefore no storage effect was tested for this parameter.

Analysis was also performed on the values assigned to the cat-

egory scale (Table 22). The panelists assigned values only to those

categories relevant to the samples they had just evaluated; the ana'lysis

was performed using a completeìy random mode'|. The small error term in

Table 22 suggested that further partition'ing of the variance would not

have been an advantage. The initiaì ana'lysis was on each category-temp-

erature combination making a total of 14 treatments; since multipìe com-

parisons showed that there r{as no significant temperature effect, the

means and s.e.m. for each category at both temperatures were poo'led (Ta-

ble 23).

Mu'lt ipl e compari sons sorted the categori es of spreadabi'l i ty i nto

three groups; Cl was significantìy harder to spread than any other cat-

egory, C3, C4 and C5 were not significatly different from each other, C7

was significantìy softer than the ideal spreadability category, C4. C4,

ideally spreadable was not significantly different from the firmer cat-

egory or the next two softer ones, suggesting that the acceptable range

was quite wide.
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TABLE 22

Spreadability Categories -- Anaìysis of Variance

Between categori es 13 5.03*

within categori es 357 0.03

+-------- -------]--*

*Significant at c=0.001
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TABLE 23

Mean Values for Categories of Spreadability

Category n Mean S. E. M.

Cl. Too hard (wilì not spread)

C2. Too hard, just barely spreadable

C3. Hard but satisfactorily spreadable 58 -0.24

C4. Satisfactory pìastic and spreadable 64 0.00

C5. Soft but spreadable

C6. Very soft, oily soaks into bread

C7. Very soft, almost pourable

+---- ----

abc means followed by the the same letter are not significantly
cli f fe rent at c=0.01

51 -0.93
54 -0.47

51 0.15

50 0.26

43 0.4?

a 0.053

b 0.024

bc 0.002

cd 0.000

de 0.007

de 0.010

e 0.025
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Figure 27 illustrates the application of the category scale to

the spreadability scores of the products. A zone incorporating c3, C4

and C5 was considered to be Ídeally spreadable; the slashed line denotes

the upper limit of C6 and represents an alternative'limit for spreada-

bility since it was not significantly different from C4 and C5 and was

therefore stil I considered to be acceptab'ly spreadab'le. The bricks at

4oC were considered too hard to spread, aìthough corn and sunfloþrer were

in the bareìy spreadable range. The tubs at 4oc were in the range of

ideal spreadability and the bricks at 21oc were equ'ivelent to the 4oc

tubs. The canola and sunflower bricks were barely classified as sprea-

dable even at 21"C. The tubs at 2l.oC were beginning to encroach into

the too soft categories but none of the products were found to be poura-

ble, C7, or too soft to spread, by the paneìists.

Ipgt¡feel- lto¿e$tgs

l. -Bg.tg _oJ .M_01¿thme!t.

The ana'lysis of variance for the rate of mouthrnelt-evaluation (Tabl e 24)

showed that there were significant differences within t,he main effects

of spread, temperature and panelist; there was a'lso significant interac-

tion of spread with temperature, with panelist and temperature with

panelist. The mean rate of mouthmelt at 4oc was l.zs (ttre ìog of 1g

seconds) and at 21oc was 1.08 (the tog of 12 seconds). The significant

panelist effect was not.surprising, considering the nature of the test;
slightly different body temperatures for example would contribute vari-

ability. Fortunately the panelist effect was not so great as to mask

differences between the spreads. The spread X temperature interaction
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was less than in the previous tests and resulted from two and three

place inversions within bricks only. The interaction of spread with

panelist was a minor inversion of two products by a singìe panelist.

The:temperature X panelist interaction was of the same magnitude and na-

ture as that observed in spreadability, one panelist using extreme val-

ues at each temperature (Figure 26).

Comparisons between tablespreads (Table 25) showed the same

trend as the other textural assessments with one notable exception, but-

ter at 4oC previously represented the extreme product, in this parameter

it was the most rapid'ly me'lting of the bricks. Analogous to the other

tests the bricks at 4oC required the longest time to achieve total melt,

the tubs at 4oC and the bricks at 21"C were essentialìy equal and the

tubs at 2!"C nelted the quickest, approximating the time for butter.

Note that the multiple comparisons were per.formed at a larger a than the

other tests to sort the products more clearìy. Relaxation for the mul-

tiple comparison test was justifiable as this data did meet the homoge-

niety of variance assumption (Table 11).

Comparisons of the rate of mouthme'lt among oil sources within

the brick market form showed that the brick margarines generally took

longer to melt that did the butter (Tab'le 26). hlithin the tub products,

the corn and sunflower products were the slowest to melt, SoJ intermed'i-

ate and the canola tub meìted the quickest. Testing the market form ef-

fect established that the brick products melted significantly more slow-

ly than the tubs. The storage effect was significant; the fresh canola

products melted significantly more slowly than the stored canola prod-

ucts. The very rapid melt of the stored canola tub Product may have

skewed the results of the storage.effect test.
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TABLE 24

Rate of Mouthmelt -- Analysis of Variance

Source of _Vg_Lt_C!io! d. f . MS

Spread

Temperatu re

Panel i st
Repl i cati on

SXT
SXP
TXP
SXTXP
Error

11 0.44*
r 2.42*
6 0.17*
1 0.01

I 1 0.02*
66 0.01,*

6 0.15*
-66 0.01

L67 0.006
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TABLE 25

Rate of Mouthmelt Assessments -- Comparisons Among Tablespreads

Product Mean S.E.M.

4"C

- Bri ck:
Butter
Canola I
Canola I F

Canola I I
Corn
soy
Sunfl ower

Tub:
Canol a
Canola F

Corn
soy
Sunfl ower

?fc
---Bri ck:

Butter
Canola I
Canola I F

Canola I I
Corn
soy
Sunfl ower

Tub:
Canoì a
Canola F

Corn
soy
Sunf I ower

1.26 abcd 0.026
1.36 ab 0.026
1.40 a 0.039
1.38 ab 0.036
1.30 abc 0.023
1.31 abc 0.017
1.34 ab 0.035

1.09 defg 0.019
1.16 cdef 0.030
1.15 cdefg 0.024
1.12 defg 0.023
1.14 cdef g 0.027

1.04 efgh 0.033
1.22 abcd 0-034
1.21 bcde U.OZI
1.26 abcd 0.026
1.13 defg 0.021
1.11 defgh 0.021
1.25 abcd 0.040

0.78
1.04
1..01
0.94
0.98

i 0.0b4
efgh 0.0?7
fgh 0.039
hi 0.040
gh 0.041

+-------- -----+
1 n=14
abc means folìowed by the same letter are
not significantly different a=0.05
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ÏABLE 26

Rate of Mouth Meìt Comparisons Among [ìiì Source, Manket Form and Storage

+-------- ----------+
FACTOR I REATMENT

+-------- -----+
Ojl Source 9.¡1_9!: lqng_la lu¡f_l_owet _C_o]t! _Sqy _qq!!er

Mean 1.3Ua l.'¿9a 1.21ab 1.21ab 1.15b

n2814141414

Tub, _to_f¡ lufflgWSf lgy Canol a

Mean 1.08a 1.06a l.03ab 0.94b

n14141414
+----- -----+

market Form Brick ïub

Storage

Mean

n

Mean

n

1.25a 1.08b

II? ITz

_[fesh _S_tg_reg

1.20a 1.1ñ
56 56

+-------- ---------+

abc means within a row, followed by the same letter are not

sÍgnificant ly different c=0.01
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2. -Q_faj ¡j_¡ess..

Using the frequency with which graìniness was observed in the products

2
(faute'27) fÚ tests tor independence of graininess for spread, tempera-

ture, Oil Source, market torm and storage effect were performed' Sig-

nificance was declared if c ( 0.01.

It was observed that graininess was dependent on the type of

spread; the canola and sunfìower products tended to have a highen lre-

quency of graininess observations than the other products. The.observa-

tion of graininess was also Oependent on temperature; there was a sig-

n.ificantly greater likelihood of observing graininess in samples at

refrigerator temperatures than Ìn room temperature samp'les. lhe oil

source effect results r,rere as imp'licated by the results of the spread

effect; there waS a sign'ificant relationship of graininess to oil

source, When the canola and sunflower products were removed trom the

analysis the relatìonship was eliminated. lhe brick market forms were

s.ignìfìcantly more likely to have grain observed 1n them than were the

tub products. Results of the trequency of gra'ininess observation t0r

the storage etfect showed no significant relationship when the fresh and

storecl brick and tub products were pooled; however, when anaìyzed sepa-

ratety t,he stored canola orick was significantly more graìny than the

rresh brìck. l¡o significant storage effect was noted Þetween fresh and

stored tub products.

lhe estimated amount of graininess agreed with the trequency

oata; rt more graininess was present rn a produ'ct there was a great'er

likelihood that the panelists would have perceivecl it'



ÏABLE 27

Observed Frequency and Estimated Quantity of Graininess in Tablespreacls

4"C 2T"C
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Hmount

-- -----+

+-------- --_---__-_-_+
Product Frequencyt ,.un' ,.E.M. Frequencyt ,.unt ,.r.r.

Amou nt

Bri ck :

uutter
Cano la I
Cano la I l-

Uanola ll
Corn

soy

Sunfl ower

Tub:

Canol a

Canola F

Corn

Soy

Sunfì ower

0

9

4
7

1

2

10

0

6

0

0

10

3.2

0.9
1.4

0.2

0.3

5.4

1..0

3.?

o:;u
0.38
0.4u

0. 16

0.20

0.19

0.33

0.59

0

7

3
4

1

1

10

0

0

0

0

I

2.8

0.6
0.t
0.5

0.2

4.6

2.8

0.77

0.3?
0.34

0 .48

0.20

0 .44

0 .68

+-------- &---- ----------+
1

^maximum 
possible frequency=l0

¿
n=10
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Estimated Size

ÏABLE 28

of Particles in Tablespreads

+-------
4"C 2l"c

Product n Mean S.E.M. n Mean S.E.M.

Size Size

Bri ck:

Canol a

Canola I F

Canola I I

Corn

Soy

Sunfl ower

Tub:

Canola F

Sunfl ower

9

4

7

1

2

10

3.5

5.5

5.6

6.0

6.0

1.1

5.9

2.5

0.71

0.38

0.27

0.00

0.38

0.08

0.67

5.1

4.3
4.9

0.6

0.2

1.0

0.25

0 .90

0.70

o. tt

7

3

4

1

1

10

6

10

0--
8 2.5 0.50
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For those products in which graininess !.Jas detected, the size of

the particles was estimated (Table 28). The line scale for estimating

size of grain was truncated at the right hand side when panelist tound

lumpy products at 4"c; the graininess thus recorded tor the corn, soy

and fresh canola products was probab'ly a function of uneven melt or em-

ulsification factors rather than graininess per se. Accept'ing the re-

sults from the amount of grain assessments previously reported, in which

canola and sunfìower products were implicated, 'it was observed that the

graininess in sunflower products was more frequentìy oescribed as small

chalky particles, and the canoìa products were described as having rela-

tiveìy larger particles in the grainy range.

P red i ct i on of !¿æ.qd_q_Þj_l_!!y.

To establish which parameter, firmness, work to soften or rate of mouth-

melt and which assessment, sensory or texturometer could best be used to

predict spreadabi'lity a series of coefficients of determination (.2)

were calculated (Table ?9). Log fjrmness, trom both sensory and textu-

rometer assessments were highly correlated with thg ant'ilog of spreada-
tbility, F- = 0.93 and 0.94 respectiveìy; sensory'log work to soften and

sensory log rate of mouthmelt also correlated well with antilog of

spreadability, each having an rZ greater than O.gZ.

Those independent variables with r2 >0.90 were considered first
for incorporation into equations to predict spreadability. Firmness was

selected as the primary parameter because it had a high correlation w'ith

spreadability, it is simp'le to measure and it approximates the penetra-

tion tests reported in oeMan et al. (1979), Dixon and parekh (1979) and
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2
Coefficients of Determination (r )

to Soften and

ÏABLE 29

for Spreadability with Firmness, Work

Rate of Mouth Melt

Log Ant'i I og

tndependent Vari ables Spreadabi I ity Spreadab'i ìitY
(Ls) (AS)

0.933*

0.532

Q.926*

0.750

0.924*

0 .9zI*

0.940*

0.682

0.801

0.650

Sensory:

Fi rmness (LSf)

Antilog Firmness (ASf)

tJork to Soften (LSw)

Antilog Work to Soften (ASw)

Rate of Mouth Melt (LSm)

Anti log Rate ot Mouth Melt (ASm)

ïexturomet er:

Fi rmness (LTUf)

Anti I og Fi rmness (ATUf)

Reduction in Hardness (LTUr)

Antilog Reduction in Hardness (ATUr)

+-------- -------+
*variables incorporated into multipìe regression equation

0.869

0.852

0.785

0.930*

0.678

0.766

0.859

0.921*

0.663

0.883
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tsoard et ql. (1980). The texturometer firmness was more strongly corre-

lated with sensory spreadabiìity than the sensory tirmness; the values

tor the latter test at 21"C were estimated trom the texturometer meas-

urements, making it a less reliable data set. Although the texturometer

reduction tn tirmness did not correlate as well with spreadability as

oid the sensory work to soften, it was included in the predictìve equa-

tions as a replacement for the latter since it is easy to measure, being

a simple extension of the texturometer curve.

ïhe multìpìe regressions developed (Tabte 30) obtained up to grh

predìctabiìity. The texturometer antilog reduction in firmness contrib-

uted more to the predictabiìity of log spreadab'ility than did the senso-

ry antilog work to soften; as oiscussed tn the work to soften results

the sensory work to soften assessment may have oeen directìy related to

f irmness and therefore wouìd not contribute additìonal information.

Itddìng senory log rate of mouthmelt to texturometer tog fìrmness added

3% more to spread predictabiìity than djd the addition of e'ither of the

work to soften assessments. ns shown in ïable 30 there was very ìittle
advantage tn combining three independent variables rnto the prediction

eq uat i on.
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TABLE 30

Equations for the Predjction of Spreadability

+-___---- ------+

Predictive Equation
22tl 

'z
,3' ¡ntr?

LS=0.307 - 0.059ATUf - 0.0094Sw 0'921 0'014

LS=0.?4? - 0.096ATUf - 0.215ATUr 0'92L 0'032

AS=1,99 - 0.909LTUf - 0.5651Sw 0.940 0.008

AS=1.?8 - L.3lLTUf - 0.095LTUr 0.940 0'002

AS=3.i0 - 0.826LTUf - 1.69LSm 0.940 0'031

AS=3.23 - 0.658LTUf - 1.59LSm - 0.2171Sw 0.940 0.031

AS=3.01 - 0.678LTUf - 1.70LSm - 0.098LTUr 0.940 0'031

0.935

0.95?

0.947

0.942

0.971

0.001 0.971

0.002 0.973

+-----
?-

r-¿=coeftic'ient of determination for first independent variabìe
I
2?

r^t=contribution of the second 'independent variable to r-
¿
?2

.3t=.ont.ibution of the third independent variable to r-
2

mr'=coefficient of determ'ination for the equation
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D ISCUSSION

_l-qt!y Aqi C cgrnpeslËon

The fatty acid compositions of the margarines in this study were gener-

a'lly consistent with the values reported by Sahasrabudhe and Kurian

(1979). For margarines which did not specify oil source those authors

distinguìshed canola based products by low levels of c16:0, less than

!01", and soy products by the presence of c18:3. The results of the

present study, in which oil source of the products was known, supported

those genenaìizations with one exception, sunflower products also con-

tained less than 10% C16:0. Sunflower margarine was not available in

the spring of 1978 when Sahasrabudhe and Kurian (1979) obtained the

products for their study.

The values for trans C18:1 reported by Sahasrabudhe and Kurian

(1979) were obtained by GLC using the same type of column as that used

in this study and were comparable to the values rJported here, that is,

23'39% in the brick margarines and 10-?87, in tub margarines. Canola

products in both studies contained the highest levels of trans C18:1.

Sahasrabudhe and Kurian (1979) reported 1-2% gll-!Lajr_s_, !fe¡¡-SÞ U18:2

in only three products but reported up to 37" lta¡r-_trelr! c18:2 in almost

one-half of the 95 products they evaìuated; in the current research 1-5%

cis-trq.¡g-, tra¡_g-_ç.i¡, was recovered in canola and soy bricks and the ca-

nol a tub (Tabl e 6 ). No measure of trans-_trans- was possi b'le i n thi s

study as this fraction is be'lieved to have been recovered with the cis

-107-
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C1B:l fraction. other researchers using different columns (Parodi,

1976; Heckers and Melcher, 1978) have commented on the lack of separa-

tion of trans-trans CI8:2 from the cÍ5 C18:1 fraction. Considering the

similarity of the method used in this study with that used by Sahasra-

budhe and Kurian (1979) and the different interpretations which resulted

it is suggested that caution must be used when considering the type and

amount of C18:2 isomers reported in hydrogenated oils.

The range of total !rans_, 16-46% obtained by IR in the current

research (Table 6) was within the 0-50% range reported by Beare-Rogers

et al. (1979) using the same method. The greater range of total !-fgl5

observed in the'latter study would probabìy have been a function of sam-

ple size and seìection; Beare-Rogers et al. (1979) evaluated 50 brands

of margarine available in the Ottawa area, the current research used

only four brand name products. All three studies found that trans isom-

ers !{ere predominately in the C18:1 fraction, that brick products tended

to have higher 1LeÞ levels than tub products and that high levels of

trans isomers tended to be related to low levels of cis-c'is CIB:2.

The range in the vaìues for cis-c'is C18:2 reported in this study

for brick products,4-3g%, was somewhat small.. t-hun the range of 6-37%

reported by Beare-Rogers et -ql. (1979); none of the brick products

evaluated by Sahasrabudhe and Kurian (1979) had more than 10% cis-gþ

C18:2. The higher values observed by Beare-Rogers et al. (1979) could

have been ã function of samp'ling, as stated above; also those authors

used lipoxidase analysis as opposed to the GLC technique used here. The

low values reported by Sahasrabudhe and Kurian (1979) would have been

possibte if no corn oil products were included, since onìy corn and sun-
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flower brick margarines in the current study had levels of gl!-_çll C18:2

greater than 10%¡ the actual values were 30 and 28% respectively, soy

brick had I4 cis-c'þ C18:2. Sahasrabudhe and Kurjan (1979) did include

two semi-solid bricks under a separate listirg, â corn product conta'in-

ing 33% _cjg-gj!. CI8:2 and a soy product containing 9%.

The results of the cis-cis CL8:2 analysis in tubs showed better

agreement among studies with ranges of 16-451,, Beare-Rogers et al.

(1979), 2-46%, Sahasrabudhe and Kurian (1979) and 4-42% cis-qi¡ C18:2

for the tub products analyzed in this study (Table 6). The canola prod-

ucts again had the lowest levels, less than 10% c'þ_-_c_þ C18:2, soJ ap-

proximately 33% and corn greater than 40% which agreed with the values

reported by Sahasrabudhe and Kurian (1979). The sunflower tub product

in this study was comparable to the corn products.

In terms of the recommendations put forward by the ad hoc comm'i-

tee on the composition of special margarines to the Health Protect'ion

Branch (Dav'ignon et el, 1980), the canola products, brick and tub, bare-

ìy met the minimum suggested requ'irement for 5% cis-cis C18:2 in marga-

rine products (Table 31). Corn and sunflower prgducts of both market

forms and soy tub could safeìy make labe'l claims for levels of cis-cis

C18:2, al'l having apparent levels greater than 25%. None of the brick

margarines met the suggested requirement for 'less than 401, saturated

p'lus trans fatty acids a'lthough corn and sunflower were close with 44%

and 41% respectively. Butter with 4% qtg-tl! C18:2 and almost 70% satu-

rates plus trans would never meet the minimum requirements under consid-

eration for margarine products.
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TABLE 31

Summary of the Fatty Acid Fractions Belevant to Nutrjtional
Cons i derati onl

Bri ck :
3

Butter
4

Canol a

Corn

Soy

Sunfl ower

Tub:

Canol a

Corn

Soy

Sunfì ower

+-------- -------+
1
values from Table 6

2

^min vaìues reported in Table 6
J
Smith et al.. 19784 --'mean of products from both manufacturers

4%

5%

30%

11%

28%

5%

42%

33%

42%

69?.

5t%

44l

51%

4tl,

38%

?9%

347,

u%
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The relative amounts of the high melting point fraction of trans

and saturated fatty acids were reflected in the SFI and DSC melt infor-

mation (Figure 28 a and b). Products containing a higher proportion of

trans plus saturated fatty acids, that is the brick products, had a

higher solids content at 10"C than did the unsaturated tub counterparts.

The DSC melt pattern showed that the more unsaturated tub products had

aìready undergone 70-80% of their total melt below 4"C, whereas the more

saturated brick products had less melt below 4oC but proportionately

more melt between 4"C and 20"C. The effect of fatty acid compostion and

melt properties on textural characteristics was as expected (Figure 28 c

and d); products with higher ìevels of trans and saturated fatty acjds

were firmer and ìess easiìy spread at 4"C.

The recommendations by the ad hoc committee regarding 'levels of

!rq_ns- p'lus saturates wi I I necessitate the production of softer products.

The trend for panelists to evaluate the softer products as spreadab'le

suggested that the new products would have acceptabìe performance char-

acteristics. The canola products would have difficu'lty consistently

meeting the suggested recommendation regarding amin'imum level of 5%

cis-gþ. C18:2, and the brick canola products exceeded the maximum sug-
gested level of 40%. trans plus saturated fatty acids by Ll%. Some

changes in the production of margarines from canola oils will be neces-

sary. The canola brick products, from both manufacturers were firmer

and ìess spreadable than other products in that manket form suggesting

that a reduction in hydrogenation, as indicated by the fatty acid com-

postion, wouìd be beneficial for their perforrnance characteristics.
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Figure 28: The Effect of Fatty Acid Composition on the Meìting
Properties and Textural Characteristics of Tablespreads
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Graininess in tablespreads !'ras reportedly promoted by high lev-

els of C18 fatty acids and inhibited by the presence of Cl6:0 fatty ac-

ids (Weinberg, 197?; Loewen, 1980). tlhen delulan (1978) studied graini-

ness in hydrogenated canola products, it was observed that oils with

hi gher !¡q!l! fatty aci d content devel oped grai ni ness more readi ìy than

did oils with lower trans levels, consistent with the pack'ing phenomenom

exp'lained by Chapman (1962). C18:0 plus trans C18:1 were therefore

classified as prornotors of graininess and other C18 fatty acids and

C16:0 were classified as inhibitors of grainirêSS. The high ratio of

promotors over inhibitors, greater than 75%, as shown in Table 32, could

explain the graininess observed in canola brick products; however, it
was not adequate to explain the smaller chalky particles observed in the

sunflower products. Graininess in sunflower products was better ex-

plained by the high levels, greaten than 90%, of total C18 fract'ion.

Both canola and sunflower oils were low in C16:0; Merker et al. (1958)

found that adding 20% cottonseed oil, thus 'increasing C16:0 in soy oi'ls

by 2.5%, was adequate to prevent graininess in that product.

More information is required on crystaì po]¡rmorph'ism and trig'ly-

ceride packing with the goaì of explaining the d'ifferent mechanisms

which may be operating to cause the graininess observed in canola prod-

ucts and the chalkiness in sunflower products.
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ïhe Effect of

TABLE 32

1
Fatty Acid Compostion- on the Deveìopment of Graininess

+_-__-_-_ -----+23Total Promoters- Inhibi tors Rati o C16::0

(P) (r) P/T

Brick:
Butter

Canola I
Canola II
Corn

soy

Sunfl ower

Tub:

Canol a

Corn

soy

Sunfl ower

+-------- -----------+
1-values from Table 6, except butter which was from Smith

et al. . 19782--'
C18:0 + trans C18:0

other C18 fatty acids

c18

38.8

85.6

85.5

88.0
87.2

eI.2

86.5

87.9

87.5

91.6

11.5

41.5

37.5

32.2

36.9

33.4

?7.2

t7 .6

2I.L
24.4

27.3

45.7

47.8

56.1

50.1

55.6

60. 3

69.6

66.5

65.2

0.42 28.0

0.91 5.7

0 .78 8.3

0.57 11 .0

0.7 4 10. 5

0.60 6.5

0.4s 4.1

0.25 11 .1

0.32 10.7

0 .37 6.6
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l¡J_sjç3l Propert_ies

Sol id Fat Index

The SFI values reported as typical for products marketed in the late

1960's (Table 3) by l,liedermann (1968) corresponded to the upper limit
for the SFI values of the products evaluated in the current study (Table

7); providing indirect evidence of a market trend toward preference for

softer products. The brick products reported in th'is study a'lì had low-

er SFI values at 10oc and at 21.loc, L6-26 and 12-16 respectively, than

d'id the products evaluated by deMan et al. (1979), 28-36 and 17-18 at

10oC and 20oC respectively. 0f particular interest was the Ml product
in the deMan at al. (1979) study which corresponded to the corn brick

product of this study (deMan,1980); the sFI reported by deMan et al

(1979) was 10 units higher than the values supplied by the manufacturer

and reported here. The SFI values reported for tub products were compa-

rable in both studies. More specific comparisons were not possible

since deMan et al.. (1979) used temperatures of 5,10, 15,20 and 25.C

for eva'luation and the temperatures used in this s.tudy were the standard

A0CS temperatures of 10, ?I.1 and 33.3"C.

l,Jei ss ( 1970) suggested that products wi th SFI val ues I ess than

28 would be spreadable; in the current study products with SFI values of

20-34, the brick margarines and butter at 4oc, were considered to be

bareìy spreadable or too hard to spread as shown in Figure 29 a. prod-

ucts with sFI va'lues of 10-16, tubs at 10"c and bri cks at 21oc, u,ere

considered to be spreadabìe by the panel; this was in agreement with the

SFI range of 10-20 established by the panel which was used in the work
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Figure 29: The Relationship of solid Fat Index and % Total Me'lt with
sensory scoring of the spreadability of Tabìespreads

*SFI at 4"C was not available, values at 10"C were substituted
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done by deMan et _qI. (1979). The latter study reported that products

with an average SFI value of 7.1 were considered by the panel to be too

soft to spread. How this information was extrapo'lated from the evalua-

tion carried out by those authors was not explained; the spreadabi'lity

scale used in the research did not have a category label ìed exp'licit'ly

as'too soft to spread'. In the current study products with SFI values

of 5 were still not scored in the softest category, C7, as shown by the

alternate upper 1ìmit of spreadability in Figure 27 Unfortunate'ly, again

no category was defined as'too soft to spread'therefore informatìon

regarding how soft was too soft was not obtained.

lilteæntj¡l Scanni ng CaI orimetry

The eutectic melt peaks of the products were similar to those described

by Sherbon and Doìby (1972) and shown in Figure 5, onìy in this study

the peaks were less distinct (Figure 18); the earlier study used a 3oC

faster heating rate which may have sharpened the peaks. The thermogram

of the butter in the Sherbon and Do'lby (1972) study showed one ìarge

area of continous melt between OoC and 35oC, the_butter in this study

had three melt areas between 0"C and 35"C more cìoseìy agreeing with the

butter fat thermograms obtained by Tayìor and Norris (1977) and del4an et

a1. (1979) (Figure 4). The general interpretations reìating shape of

the thermograms to performance characteristics r.Jere consistent with

those reported in the latter two studies. Butter had little or no melt

below 4"C and was therefore hard at refrigerator temperature; brick mar-

garines had some melt in the low tempeature range making them generally

softer than butter but still borderline in spreadability; large areas of

melt below 4"C, more than 757', of total melt, made the thermograms of
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tub margarines distinctive. It is this high degree of melt at low

temperatures which confers the unique spreadability characteristics for

which tub margarines are noted (Taylor and Norris, L977; Anon, 1979).

Thelarea of melt between 4oC and 20oC was the equalizer such that at

2!"C minor textural differences existed between butter and the marga-

rines and between the brick and tub market forms. Products which had

achieved 70-85% of total melt were scored as being desirably spreadable

by the panelists (Figure 29 b).

The average heat of fusion, 35 mcal/mg, obtained for the prod-

ucts in this study lvas consistent with the average heat of fusion for

fat assumed by Bentz and Breidenbach (1969), Mjller et al. (1969) and

Walker and Bosin (1971); the range of 30-41 mcal/mg between fats sug-

gested that the average value may not be applicable to all fats.

The heat of fusion should reflect the crystal form present, that

is ß having a higher melting po'int and heat of fusion than B' (Chapman,

1971); if the later run of the canola I product had had a higher heat of

fusion this might have indicated po'lymorphism and crystal growth over

storage, however the expected change in heat of fusion was not observed

(Table 8).

There is a need to establish if real dìfferences exist among oil

sources regarding heats of fusion and to develop correction factors for

the increase in heat of fusion with melting point. Such information is

necessary before DSC can have more widespread appìication to lipid re-

search.

Mouthmelt is hypothesized to be a function of the amount of sol-

ids at 33oC and the rate of rnlt of that residual fract'ion (tJeiss, 1970;
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Haighton, L9l6). Butter had the highest SFI, a value of 6, at 33"C (Ta-

ble 7), and the second lowest melt end point, 40oC (Figure 20); this

combination'of solid content and quick meìt may account for the p'leasant

mouthmelt sensation of butter. If so the sunflower products, which also

had low melt end points, 38-49"C, should also have had desirable melt-

down characteristics. This hypothesis was not not substantiated by the

time to melt data however, sunflower pnoducts were grouped as one of the

more slowly melting of the oil sources (Tab'le 26). Further research to

establish the relationship of SFI, heats of fusion and mouthmelt are

neces sary.

Textural Assessments

The sensory panel scoring of the fimness of tab'lespreads has a high cor-

relation with the texturometer measurement of firmness, 12 = 0.98 and

0.90 at 4oC and 21"C respectively, suggesting that both instruments were

measuring the same quaìity in the samples. The assessment of the work

to soften quality of tablespreads as measured by the sensory panel and

the texturometer did not correlate as weìl, 12 =!.69. The panel task

was defined as the effort to work the sample to a predetennined end

point, whereas the texturometer values were defined as the reduction in

firmness of the tablespreads after a fixed amount of work, one down

stroke of the plunger. Haighton's (1965) definition of work softening

was analogous to the definition of the texturometer assessment of reduc-

tion in firmness; after obtaining an initial hardness measurement the

sampìes !'rere forced through an extruder thus receiving a fixed amount of

work, the hardness was then remeasured. Haighton (1965) concluded from
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his research that butter did not work soften as extensiveìy as did mar-

garine of equal initiat hardness; there was less reduction in firmness

of the butter sample. He then went on to explain that since margarine

was more susceptible to softening, it would be perceived as more sprea-

dable than butter. In the current research no such oil source effect

was noted; canola bricks vrere equal to the butter in firmness at 4oC

(Table 13), exhibited the same amount of reduction in firmness at 4oC

(Table 17) and vrere equaìly difficult to spread at 4"C (Table 20). Even

though the butter and cano'la bricks were equaìly difficult to spread at

4oC, the butter X temperature interaction provided butter wjth a signif-

icantly better spreadabilìty than that of the canola bricks when aver-

aged across both temperatures (Table 21).

Sensory paneì assessments of spreadability (AS) could be pre-

djcted adequatìy by the texturometer firmness measurement (LTUf), 
"2 =

0.94, (Table 29); products with firmness values in the range of -0.14

LTUf to 0.56 LTUf would be spreadable, as shown in Figure 30. The tex-

turometer firmness alone was a better predictor of spreadability than

the hardness assessment by cone penetration d'i scussed by deMan et al.
t

(1979), ?' = 0.57, and was better than the combined values of hardness

and work softening which Haighton (1965) used in a spreadability index

equation. The spread predictability discussed in the current research

using texturometer firmness was comparab'le to that obtained by Dixon and

Parekh (1979), who obtained a predictability of ,2 = 0.94 of sensory

panel assessments of spreadability with cone stress index obtained by

cone penetration.
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The addition of a work to soften parameter, either that obtained

from the sensory panel or the texturometer did not add appreciab'ly to

the prediction of spreadability already obtained by the texturometer

firmness (Table 30); the addition of the values from the rate of mouth-

melt assessment to the texturometer firmness contributed an additional

3% to the prediction of spreadability. However if a sensory paneì is

available for such an assessment they might be better utiìized as an in-

strument to directly measure the spreadability of tablespreads. The

texturometer firmness was a relatively qu'ick and simpìe measurement from

which to predict the spreadability properties of tab'lespreads.

For the evaluation of all textural parameters there was a sig-

nificant temperature effect, however the relative ranking of the prod-

ucts was fairly consistent between temperatures with one notable excep-

tion, butter displayed interaction with temperature (F'igures 21, 23,

and 25). The butter X temperature interaction was also noted by del4an

et al. (1979). The interaction of butter with temperature has been at-

tributed to the extreme change in solid fat content between 4"C and 21"C

(Taylor and Norris, 1977); the butter in the current research dropped 22

un'its in this temperature range, as compared to the average drop jn SFI

of 9 units for the brick margarines between 10oC and 21"C (Table 7).

The butter did not dispìay the noted interaction when the rate of mouth-

melt was measured, it was quicker to melt than the other bricks at 4oC

and at 21."C.

Using two temperatures for the testing provided a wider range of

values from which to establish the relationship between the sensory pan-

el assessments and the corresponding texturometer assessments and to es-

tablish the relationship between the parameters evaluated. If testing
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was to be done at only one temperature,?'L"C would be preferred over 4"C

since the former established a wider range of values than did the lat-

ter; this tendency was noticable in the evaluations of the tub products

(Figure 21, 23, 25).

There þras a consistent significant difference between market

forms for all the parameters tested; bricks were significant'ly firmer

(Table 14), sign'ificantly more resistant to work softening (Table 18),

significantìy more difficult to spread (Table 21), significantly slower

to melt (Tab'le 26) and significantly more likely to have gra'ininess ob-

served in them than were the tub products.

Compari sons between speci es coul d on'ly be made w'ithi n market

form which prohibits generalizations; the canola brick products, for ex-

amp'le, were the firmness of the brick products at 2\oC but the corre-

spond'ing tub product was the softest of its market form (Table 13).

Also recall that oil source comparisons were confounded by the manufac-

turer effect (Figure 12).

The comparison between the storage effects on canola products

did not support the findings of extreme hardness reported by deMan

(1978); the latter study observed that cyling temperature over storage

considerably promoted the development of gra'in in canola fats and in-

creased the hardness as measured by cone penetration. The relativeìy

stab'le storage conditions of the products over the experimentaì period

of the current study may not have prornpted the development of crysta'ls

to the same extent as that observed in the storage study performed by

deMan (1978).



CONCLUSIONS

Fatty ICj_d _cpmpos iËe[
The corn and sunfìower products of both market forms and the soy tub

product were ab'le to meet the current criteria for a label claim for

levels of gþ-cis Cl,8:2, that is they contained more than 25% of their

fatty acjds as c'þ-cis,9-12 octadecadienoic acid; none of the brick

products meet the proposed requirement for Ievels of less than 40% ügns.

plus saturated fatty acids. The canola products contained the lowest

'levels of cis-c'þ C18:2 and the highest leveìs of trans fatty acids

Increasing the levels of C16:0 in canola and sunflower products may m'in-

imize the tendency of these products to develop a coarse texture.

üJr-qel- qryps-rU-q!.

Products with SFI va]ues of less than 17 were cons'idered to be ideally

spreadabìe by the pane'l; the tub market form at 4"C and the brick prod-

ucts at 21oC tended to have SFI values in the sPreadable range. The ap-

plication of DSC to the products provided comparable informatÍon to that

obta'ined by SFI; values for partial heats of fusion, expressed at % of

total melt showed, that tub products underwent 70% of their total melt

in the temperature range below 4oC thus accounting for the reduced SFI

at 10oC and the spreadability characteristic of these products.

Textural Assessments

The products provided a range of performance characteristics, from

very hard, unspreadable bricks at 4oC to soft, easily spreadable tub

-t24-
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product at z\oC. The canola bricks scored consistentìy firmer, less

spreadable and slower to melt than the other margarine products of the

same market form. Graininess and chalkiness were perceived in the cano-

la and sunflower products, respectively, by the panelists; whether grai-

niness affected the mechanical parameters seems in doubt since no stor-

age effect for fi rmness of canol a products was detected by the

texturometer assessment. Texturometer assessment of firmness provided

excellent predictability for panel scoring of the spreadability parame-

ter of tablespreads. The work to soften parameter, assessed either by

the panel or the texturorneter, did not provide the addit'ional informa-

tion expected regarding spreadability. There was a significant tempera-

ture effect for all parameters, however butter dispìayed a more extreme

interaction with temperature than did the other products.
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Appendix A

PRODUCTS EXAMINED

Bri cks :

Canol a I
---Iã+ - Hydrogenated vegetab'le oil 80%, moisture not more than

JERI salt 2.5%, milk solids 1.4%, vegetable lecithin 0.2%, vege-
table mono and di-gìycerides 0.1%, sodium benzoate 0.1%, artifi-
cial flavor and color, Vitamin A palmitate (3525 IU per 100 g),
Vitamin D2 (600 IU Vitamin D per 100 g).

Canol a I I---Eperimenta'l product - no label

Corn
Fleischmann's - 3,525 IU Vitamin A,600 IU Vitamin D per 100 g,
-LîqGd--corn oi t 4l1", hydrogenated corn oi I 39%, moi sture 16%,
salt ?%, skim miìk powder 1,.41", lecithin 0.?%, vegetable mono
and di-g'lycerides 0.1%, sod'ium benzoate 0.1%, artificial flavor
and co'lor, Vitamin A palmitate, Vitamin D.
Label Claim - 27% polyunsaturates, 18% saturates, sll liquid
corn oîT.

leJ
Bl ue Bonnet - 3,525 IU Vitamin A,660 IU Vitamin D per 100 g,
Hydrogenated vegetable oil 80%, may contain palm o'il, moisture
L6%, salt 3%, skim milk powder (may contajn whey powder) 1.4%,
lecithin 0.2%, vegetable mono and di-glycerides 0.1%, sodium
benzoate 0.1%, artificial flavour and color, Vitamìn A palmi-
tate, Vitamin D.

Sunfì ower

ãTed sunfìower oil 38%), salt 2%, skim mìlk powder 1.4%, sorbi-
tan tristearate 1.0%, vegetabìe ìecithin 0.1%, vegetable mono-
glycerides 0.1%, sodium benzoate 0.1%, artif icial f'lavor, color,
Vitamin A paìmitate, Vitamin 02, Vitamin E (4-l- a tocopherol,
ascorbyl palmitate). Contains: 3F25 IU Vitarni n A, 660 IU Vitami n

D and 18 IU Vitamin E per 100 g.
Labeì Claim - 52 % liguid sunflower oiì, 33% polyunsaturated,
20%-îãturates.

i nformation was avail able.
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Tubs:

Canol a

-Wãst 
- Hydrogenated vegetable oil 8V", moisture not more than

T6T salt 2.5%, Djlk solids 1.4%, vegetable lecithin 0.2%, vege-
tabte npno and di-gìycerides 0.1%, sodium benzoate 0.1%, artifi-- cial flavor and color, Vitamin A palmitate (3525 IU per 100 g)'
Vitamin D, (600 IU Vitamin D per 100 g).

Corn

-Fleischmann's 
- 3,525 IU Vitamin 4,600 IU Vitamin D per 100 g'

ITquiî-corn o'il 441", hydrogenated corn oi ì 36% , moi sture 16%,

salt 2.4%, skim mi lk powder 1,4%, lecithi n 0.2%, vegetable mono

and di-gìycerides 0.1%, sodium benzoate 0.1%, artificial flavor
and color, Vitamin A palmitate, Vitamin D.
Label Cl-g_l-U - 4M polyunsaturates, 18% saturates, 55% liquid
corn õil.

¡!x
- Blue Bonnet - 3,525 IU Vitamjn A, 660 IU Vitamin D per 100 9,

fiquiï-soyb-ean oil 4L%, hydrogenated soybean oil 39%, moisture
16%, salt 2.4%, skim m'ilk powder (and may contain whey powder)
I.4% , I eci thi n 0.2%, vegetabl e mono and di -g'lyceri des 0.1%, so-
dium benzoate 0.1%, artificial flavour and color, Vitamin A pa]-
mitate, Vitamin D.

Sunfl ower--Tmîñe - Sunflower oit 80% (liquîd sunflower oil 541,. hydrogen-
atEã-' sunf I ower oi I 26%) , sall 2%, skim.mi I k powder I -4%, sorb'i -
tan tristearate 0.2%, vegetable lecithin 0.1%, vegetable mono-
glycerides 0.1%, sodium benzoate 0.1.%, artificial flavor, color,
Vitam'in A palmitate, Vitamin D2, Vitamin E (¿-l' ø tocopherol ,
ascorbyl palmitate). Contains: 3ts25 IU Vitamin 4,660 IU Vitamin
D and 20.1 IU Vitamin E per 100 g.
Label Claim - 68 % liquid sunflower oi1, 44% po'lyunsaturates,
lElJaturates.
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